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Investigation Authorized By the Canadian
Government-Stateme- nt
by Mrs. Ander?
son, Wife of Captain of Storstad
Montreal, June 1. The sharp point
of an anchor projecting from the
twisted bow of the Norwegian collier
Storstad may explain why that vessel did such terrible execution when
she rammed the Empress of Ireland
early last Friday morning In the
lower St. Lawrence river. An examination today of the collier's shattered
plates revealed the anchor jammed In
a position where it could have ripped
through the hull of the Empress like
a great can opener. The anchor point
and portions of the shattered steel
Burroundimg It bore stains of blood.
Preparations were begun here tod&y
for 'iquiry Into the accident which
cost at present estimates 969 lives.
The Inquiry will be conducted by a
of Canadian and
joint committee
British shipping experts. The arrangement's for the inquiry, which
will he held either here or in Quebec,
are being made by Captain Lindsay,
dominion wreck commissioner.
Pilot Nault, who navigated the Stor
stad up the Stj. Lawrence from Quebec, said today that Captain Anderson
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..... firwt
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UIU 11 11(1 iliot
who
and
Pilot
brought
Lechance,
ficer,
the Storstad from Father Point to
Quebec, were on the bridge at the
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if the ; liner had not been speeding
PEOPLE WHO LEGALLY
define the rights of
June 1. Brigadier about the attitude of the constitutionWashington,
OF THE PEOPLE"
they would have stopped together for
lAbor
ADOPTED HER
General Bliss reported to the war de alist chief which had been laid before
a time at least My husband, ordered
partment today the arrest of Quevedo the mediators.
two of the officers to go to the bow
his followers at El Paso. It is
and
Washington, June 1. After confer1.
Wil
1.
Jui?e
President
June
Ethel
Denver,
Marian
Washington,
and see if there was any water pour- ence
today between leaders of the son today again expressed his convio- - Pearse, aged 7. who has been the understood Quevedo was heading a
Schooner Garibaldi Captured
ing in. Again I asked him If we were fight to pass the Panama tolls exemp
new counter revolution In Chihuahua.
On Hoard United States. Ship
center
tlon
two
of
and
a
that
a
present
unsatisfactory
any
year
legal
h'f
going down, and he answered; 1 can tion repeal bill, Senator Simmons preMazatlah, Mexico, May 31 (via
condition in buslrss was not general, battle Involving Mrs. Alice Broxholm, He will be sent to Fort Wingate, N.
tell yet' He eaid he thought the dicted that
the measure would get the but was less felt in the United States mother of the child, and Arthur L. M., with other Mexican refugees. Que- wireless to San Diego, June 1.) The
Empress was all right
I votes of 52
senators, a safe majority. than any other part of the world. Mr. Pearse, wealthy mining man, both of vedo was in Jha liuerta army which constitutionaliHt tug Heroutes, em"I think it was five minutes later Senator
Simmons declared his lineup Wilson reiterated tils view at the first London, today was given Into custody surrendered at Presidio?" Texas, 'trot boldened by its successes under cover
that I heard screams and cries, and did not include
x
of darkness last night, when provision
any senator considered conference, he has had with the Wash- of Mr. and Mrs, Frank Parks,-wealthescaped at that time
I shouted to my husband, 'Oh, they
mtntsterdoubtful.
Brazilian
Mexico'
in
The
ranclwM-ColorMexican
barges were captured, entered Mazat.
Rio
since
Blanco
the
of
county,
ing correspondent
are calling.' At first It seemed as
So far no attempt has been made situation became iicute.
informed the state department lan narbor in broad day liht today
City
ado;
upQuestions
if the cries were coming from shore.
to sound out sentiment on various on that subject and of the Niagara
In 1910 Mrs. Arthur L. Pearse, to today that Gregailo Alvaraz, servant and captured the echooner Garabaldl
The captain gave orders to go In that
amendments, or to discover if any Falls conference fere barred. In re- whom the child had been given by its of Captain Rush of the battleship with a cargo 6f .sugar for the United
direction and proceeded very slowly. arbitration resolution can
peas.
real mother, came to Colorado to visit Florida, who went through the Mex- Sugar company of Loe Mochis.
ply to inquiries s'oncerning
Everywhere around me now 1 could
Several senators, it was said, who
her
as
in
discussed
situation
his
sister, Mrs. Parks. Her death ican lines, now is held in the military1 ; As soon as the. Hercules and her
hear screams. My husband gave or- - favor arbitration will not vote for
statement last wtk to representa- left the child in the care of prison In Mexico City. The minister prize were clear of the American fleet
ders to send all the life boats and euch resolution until
.
in the harbor the federal batteries
a
has tives of the Illluoi i manufacturers as Mrs. Parks. ' Late In 1911 Pearse be is seeking his release.
the
,
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In
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Grand
Junction
and
oth
gan
the
sociation
legal
organizations,
after the vessels had collided. I gave
Senator Catron, republican, of New
his impression obtain custody of the child. District minister the Huerta government is some of the shells falling close to the
all,I had to the passengers and have Mexico opposed the repeal bill. Con president said It
condition
centered Judge Shackleford ruled that the girl investigating a report that William ttig and the captive schooner.
any unsatisfactory
only what 1 am standing up in. My
an American, was executed at
vioThe Spanish consul at . Mazat la a
not
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that
treaty
tending
largely about the tjailway officers and should remain with the Parks, In Sims,
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Industry and
clothing away. The first woman to sound as a subsidy1 measure.
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for
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for
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When she was brought into the cabin
the Baltimore platform undemocratic ident referred to a . statement by sion of the child. The outcome today Smith, awaiting trial on charges of subjects desiring to leave the wet
she ran to me and putting her arms
coast of Mexico.
three Mexicans. and morally wrong, Senator Myers, Chairman
,
Gary oJ. the I'nited States was the decision of the supreme court killing
around my neck said: 'God bless you,
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he
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sports
the sinking of the Empresa of Ireland
of the people for the benefit racture Deaevefl it was
Washington, June 1. The condition
fie
coming,
and the loss of more than 950 souls robbery
of a shipping monopoly," he said, and does not believe the tariff has
the cotton crop on May 25 was 74.3 fined more than a million pesos by visional President Huerta was recentof
any
aboard will be held in Montreal and
believed the majority
that
added
he
of
normal, the department of agri American officials at Vera Cruz, Gen ly landed at Puerto Mexico, flew her
will begin on Tuesday, June 9. ThiB
thing to do with the depression.
the ships sailing flag today. The head officer
of the voters did not know, it was in
announced today. Condition eralj Funston reported
culture
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trust
bill,
Clayton
announcement was made today at the
Discussing
bonds.
The sec of the Hamburg American line cabled
had
the platform.
agents
Caro
arranged
North
82,
states:
Virginia
'
president said he did not understand by
offices of the Canadian Pacific Rail
to the agent here to give under prostatement
follows:
Senator O'Gorman, leading ttie fight the act was
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72,
Carolina
South
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76,
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to
to labor
designed
grant
way company, owners of the lost ves
test
bonds to cover the fine imposed
customs
officials
and
"The
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port
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organizations any privileges they do 80, Florida 82, Alabama 85, Mississippi fined
sel. The investigation will be con
Hamburg-Americaliner on the vessel. It waa reported today
the
late
that
Arkansas
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Wednesday
82,
65,
beginning
today
Louisiana
87,
not enjoy. It is purpose of the act, as
ducted by a. board composed of two
the bill will .be kept constantly before
79, Tennessee 80, Missouri 86, Okla- Bavaria 118.685 pesos for having dis that about half the gap in the Mexi
judges of the Canadian admiralty, to the senate until a vote is taken. A he understands it, to define the rights
charged a large portion of her cargo, can railway between El Tejarbu and
of labor organizations more clearly homa 68 California 100.
be appointed by the dominion govern
to
an
reach
agree- and remove
consigned to Vera Cruz, at another Tempbaderos has been repaired by
previous effort
any doubt of their rights
ment, and one representative of Brit ment
4, p. m. Friday failvote
port before arriving at the port of the Mexicans.
a
for
at
which have been created by- - court deIsh admiralty appointed by the ImATTACKS A
Vera Cruz. A similar fine has been
ed, on objection .by Senator Cummins. cisions. It is not the
understanding of
perial government
Senator' Pit)trt)'ji introttuoed a ' new the
imposed on the Ypitanaga, amounting LABOR LEADERS SEE PRESIDENT
that labor organizations
president
to 894,950 pesos for failure to correct
Washington, .June 1. A delegation
amendment to empower (the president are to
MINISTER
CLEVELAND
be given any privileges dented
Identification Proceeds Rapidly
Invoices accordingly and discharging of labor representatives headed by
to reduce the rate of tolls on Amerir to
other organizations.
Quebec, June l.Identification of can coastwise vessels or
the cargo at port other than that to Representatives Gorman and Sabath
exempt them
the dead from the wreck of the CanROCKEFELLER'S which consigned."
DR.
BUSTARD,
of Illinois, presented to. President Wilwhen necessary to prevent
altogether
"
Colt for Repeal
adian Pacific steamer, Empress of discrimination.
PASTOR, CRITICIZED BY
General, Funston stated the officials son, today a petition signed by one
;
Washington, June 1. In the alLABOR LEADER
Ireland, Is proceeding "inoVe rapidly
in question had no option under the million laboring' men asking legislaaence of arbitration nothing remains
than was expected. Nearly 100 of
Mexican Jaw, and bad to assess the tive clemency for Frank Ml Ryan,
' for the United States to do but tepeal Cleveland, 0., June 1. Samuel fines
the 188 bodies brought here yesterday
in the sums named. No appeal former president of the structural
PARENTS ARE
the Panama tolls exemption, Senator Gompers, president of the' American
by the tender Lady Grey have been
has been takenJon. board the vessels iron workers, and 29 others convicted
'
Oolt, republican, of Rhode Island to- Federation of Labor, in Cleveland to and the
recognized by friends and relatives.
presumption that, if any fur- in the dynamite conspiracy. E. N. Zo
AGAIN ARRESTED day declared to the 'Senate in his aid the school teachers who are striv ther proceedings are to be had repre lino of Chicago, attorney for the con
This Is In addition to the 18 bodies
maiden apeeoh.
Identified and claimed at Rimduski.
ing to form a labor union, In opposi- sentations will be made to our state victed men, presented the case to the
"I believe the Panama tolls act tion to the wishes of the board of
Identifications include Sir Henryj
president, who listenedjjcarefully, but
.
department
did jiot indicate whether, he would
the big game' nuifter; Dr'K DR. AND MRS. WINTERS AND places us In an indefensible position education; today attacked the Rev. W,.
before the nations of the world in
THEIR BOARDER AGAIN IN
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A. Barlow, leading geologist of Caninterfere.
W, Bustard, for his sermon preached t Constitutionalists Not Admitted
3i
CUSTODY
regard to our treaty obligations," he Sunday evening In defense of the atti
!.;;
ada, and Mrs. W. Leonard Palmer, wife
Ontario. June l.
Falls,
Niagara
said. "I believe that the law violates tude of John D. Rockefeller in Colo
Of a London newspaper man.
Nearly
After a two hours' confereur between
Newcastle, Ind., June 1. Dn. W. A. the meaning and intent of the
a score of members of the Salvation
rado mine strike. Bustard Is pastor of the mediators and the American
s
treaty ."'
bALIfUKNIA
IAIN
army have been identified. The Lady Winters and Mrs.' Bird Winters, bis
the Euclid avenue Baptist church of
oi
the
admitting
today,
which Rockefeller is a member and the constitutionalists into' foe negotiaGrey, escorted by the British warship wife, and W. H. Cooper, boarder at
i
i
Essex, arrived in Quebec early yester the Winters home at the time CathSunday shoool superintendent. Bus- tions of the settlement 'of Mexican
I
I
tard declared in his sermon that com- problems was still- unde&ded. It was
day morning, and soon thereafter blue erine Winters, 9 years old, disappearTODAY'
Jackets from the Essex were carrying ed March 20, 1913, were rearrested
plete unonlzation of the miners was learned previous that the desire of
I
the coffins ashore. The bodies were today, charged with conspiracy to l'
the cause of the upheaval and that the United States to have the
MOUNT LASSEN, IN THE SIERRA
placed on long tables, draped in black commit murder and'- bum the body of
less than a third of the miners beheard
before
final
a
NEVADAS, WAKES UP AFTER
Washington, June l. Senate: Met
and. white, in the shed which had been Catherine Winters. Warrants for the
toere has imLONG NAP
longed to a union.
is
...
agreement
suggested
11
at
tn.
B.
mental pressed the three mediators, and they
sermon
showed
whole
"His
prepared for their reception. The pier arrest were issued by County Clerk
Nprris resolution calling on the, at- bias," Gompers said. "Rev. Dr. Bus- are
was heavily draped in black and oyer Thornburg on the affidavit of Prose-outeRedding, Calif., June .
taking a more favorable view of it.
H.
R.
torney.
and
geneYal to state whether the tard
Robert
..Walter
Myers
to
the windows sheets were fastened
'And then what did the minsaid.
Laa
in
After
the
Sierra
Justice
conference
Nevada,,?
Lassen,
today's
peak
shut out. the view of the curious and Abel,, a' detective who has been inves- New York Central lines are a combi- ers do 7 They shot the guards and the mar dictated the following statement: between Plumas and Shasta counties,
' violation
nation
of
Sherman
the
in
litthe
the
of
'
tigating!
disappearance
the morbid.
.
;
guards shot them.' ; fWhy didnt he "We had a conference this morning In California, is in eruption. iA new cra
"
On the wharf was a, throng of offi tle girt. Dr. and Mrs. ' Winters ob- law.
the guards shot the miners first? which we discontinued the discussion ter has opened in the side of the moun
0
iSenator "Colt of Rhode Island spoke say
cials, newspaper men, photographers tained their release on bohds of
He says the miners brought with them of a point on which we had not agreed tain with lateral fissures running la
exof
the Panama tolls
teach. Cooper, already waa in jail for the repeal
and moving picture men, while outhlde
to this country all the pent-uhatred on Saturday. The matter is still under all directions. Ashes cover the ground
a sorrowing crowd awaited admittance in default of bonds. The grand jury emption.
countries. If discussion,- - but we found in our talk and large boulders have been ejected
of
and
foreign
Ignorance
to search
their dead. A section in is to be called immediately, It is said, House: Met at 11 a. m.
is true, so is it all the more true today that we were not bo far apart in from the crater. A cloud of smoke
Resumed debate on the Clayton that
,,
the shedUhat caused deep sorrow to to investigate the case.
the mine companies, their agents, our construction of certain phases and and steam hangs over the mountain.
that
Dr. and Mrs. Winters and Cooper trust bill, taking up the act of the
those who visited it Was that in which
and others have introduced this Immi- we are still quite hopeful. The med- Word of the eruption was conveyed to
to
labor
unions.
Saturday on a second relation
25 little caskets lay. These contained were arrested last
gration to fill the places of American iators have taken the position that this city today in an official report
the bodies of babes and little children. charge of conspldacy to commit a felminers. The fact that Dr. Bustard ad- thtey wilt admit the constitutionalists, from forest rangers. No great damPerson after person turned awaycry-Ing- . ony. The Winters obtained ' 15,000
DATE
IN
WEDDING
mits that 'wages are too low and if they are ready to agree to an armis- age is probable, and the country la
CHANGE
'
:
Several of the bodies of the re- bond each.
Madrid, June 1. A further change working conditions beastly is the in- tice with Huerta and will come prepar- the vicinity of the ancient volcano is
covered dead were badly gashed, proin the date of the church wedding of dictment against the companies beast- ed to discuss Internal, as well as in- eparsely settled.
FRENCH CABINET TO RESIGN
Kermit Roosevelt and Miss Belle liness and tyranny, and a refutation of ternational, phases or the situation.
bably killed In their berths by the
Mount, Lassen is 10,437 feet hi
ar 1
Paris, June 1. The French cabinet Wyant Willard was announced today. the attempted apology, and a whiteforce of the Storstad's bow as it crashWhile the last note from Carranaa of volcanic origin. There ia eviiln !
e
ed into the Empress of Ireland's side, under the premiership of Gaeton
The religious ceremony is to be per- wash. "
did not make clear his attitude with that it was in eruption at a
has decided to resign. The formed on June 11 and not on June 10 "The ministerial associations are no respect to these points it was under- Lively recent period, althom'icompar.
while nearly all were bruised and bat- t
resolution was taken at cabinet coun 8J tfated Saturday. The civil func- more nor less than a union of profes- stood the Washington government had ing the
entry of the white v.riii i
cil today.
sional theologians."
obtained eince then more information California.
continued on Page Four)
tion will be carried out June 10.
Call-forni-
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he
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ued Nault, "we held an examination
of the damage
As far as we
forward had
been sprung, but aft of that the ship
was undamaged and en route to Quebec the Storstad took in so much
water we were obliged to flood the-afcompartments in order to keep
the ship's bow up. There was no
water in the hold of the Storstad.
Captain Anderson is. deeply grieved
iover the tragedy. Several times during the trip from Quebec I came upon
jhim crying, with his face buried in
his handa- - Captain, Anderson told me
he- had been instructed not to talk
about the accident"
One of! the officers of the Storstad
said today:
,
. "At the time of the disaster 1 was
lying In my bunk. I was awakened by
a shock and at first thought the, ship
had BtruciNt rock, ran to
the deck
''
and looked over the side. ,Ttie Stor-- 6
tad was going full speed astern. The
water around was tilled with struggling men and women shouting for
Help. Boats were immediately lowered and there was not a roan oo the
storstad who did not do bis utmost
"to hMp rescue the people In the water.
We In the boats brought the survivors
to the, deck of the Storstad. From
there they were tar.en Into the
the warmest place on
room,
"
board. Some of the survivors had
been so numbed by the ice cold water

to ascertain the extent
done to the Storstad.
could learn 20 plates

t

en-iri-

inders of the engine until their flesh
'.
waa blistered.''
,
Mrs. Anderson, wife of the captain
of the Storstad, told her story today.
She ealdfh captain was called from,
e
hi bed Thursday night by
because It was foggy. Her husband
called her to come on deck and while
she was dressing the. collision took
place.
"I ran up to the bridge where Captain Anderson was," said Mrs. Anderson. "Everything waa quiet and dark.
There waa no excitement among the
crew and I was cool. I stayed on the
bridge and I asked CapTvin Anderson:
'
Are wa going to sink?'
"'I think bo,' he answered.
"I could not cry, although I felt like
It I eaid to myself, 'My place is here
and I will die with my husband. Cantata Anderson told me he was trying
to keep the Storstad in the hold, and
the-mat-
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TWO
cd f.ood crops of alfalfa. It is all
deep lcam, ranging in color from chocolate to black and has been proved
by analysis to be especially adapted to
grains, slfalfa and sugar beets. Most
of the art a is within five miles of the
railrtad. wh'ch runs In the valley of
the Gallinas river, so that farmers
hauling their crops to market would
have a down-grad- e
pull all the way.
The project was considered by the
THE DENVER POST HELPS IN EF- reclamation service, which made a full
FORT TO LOCATE MAN TO
survey some years ago, but was aban
COMPLETE IT
doned because New Mexico was overcharged with the burden of building
In its Issue or yesterday morning the Elephant Butte project, for which
the
Roosevelt robbed
the Denver Post contained an article President
concerning the Las Vega irrigation peoule of the Rio Grande valley In
project, written by R. G. Dill, Jr., who Colorado and New Mexico to satisfy his
Old
in here securing articles of a boosting notions of national honor with
nature. Undoubtedly this publicity Mexico. A. P. Davis, assistant chief
riven the project will be Taluahle and of the reclamation service, had charge
it may result in bringing to Las Ve of the study of the project and recom
gas some capitalist who will complete mended Its construction, but was turn
it without delay. The article follows: ed down by the president.
Las Vegas 1b looking for a man with
Subsequently D. A. Camfield of
with $200,000 to invest In the completion Greeley, made a contract with the land
of a reclamation project at the doors grant 'board to do the work and spent
of the city. To such an investor the $65,000 In construction and an equal.
city will make a present of 6,000 acres if not larger, amount In making sur
of excellent agricultural land, will lend veys. Camfield built the diversion
Mm half the money required to bring dam on the Gallinaa river, a main in
miles long
the water to the land, and will deliver let canal two and one-ha-lf
a title in fee simple to all the water between the river and the reservoir,
loca- and about
of the construcrights, reservoir sites and canal
tion of the main retaining dam.
tions.
Now this proposition sounds generJust then occurred a series of cala
ous when couched in general terms, mities In other irrigation schemes in
but in concrete form its liberality Is which Camfield was Interested and the
far more apparent The land is on collapse of the Denver Reservoir Irri
the meta fronting the new town and gation company, and he was unable to
lies for a half mile to eight miles dis- obtain further funds. After considertant Six thousand acres of It, still able negotiation the grant board an
belonging to 'he Las Vegas land grant, nulled the contract with the underare worth, Judged by prices ruling oa standing that all holders of liens would
adjacent property, which would be con- be protected In future dealings. A
region to an special act of the state legislature has
verted from a
in its made it possible for the area included
acre
an
$20
irrigated section,
present raw state. So there is agift in the grant to Issue bonds sufficient
of $120,000 to start with.
to bring it under irrigation.
. The adjoining lands, which are in;
Jn the largest estimate of cost of the
eluded In the survey for the reclama- work, which was made by Field, FeU
tion scheme, would have to take the lows and Henderllder of Denver, the
water at a fixed charge or come Into maximum of $10 an acre for water
the municipal Irrigation district on the was reached.
same terms as the grant lands. The
This Would allow a profit of ap
land grant board will lend $175,000 to proximately $00,000 to the firm or cor$200,000 to the builder of the system, poration building the syBtem under the
at 6 per cent, either on first mortgage greatest possible expense of construc
or by taking bonds on the system.
tion. It is conceded that with close
And all that is demanded is that the figuring and careful work this profit
contractor shall prove his financial ab- could be expanded to $100,000. For
ility to complete the project and pay that reason Las Vegans feel that they
on the
off $63,000 of liens now on the proper- have placed a fine bargain
ty for work partially completed. The counter.
work will cost at the extreme $400,000,
Several eastern and California pnr- including that already done, and engi- ties are considering the plan, but the
neers who have passed upon it declare land grant board is rigid in its demand
that $300,000 would be nearer the re- and is convinced that they have evolv
ed the best scheme for all concerned
quired amount.
Water, on which the land grant and that the firm which takes up this
board has filed, can be procured from proposal will not only make money, but
the Gallinas river, which has a water- will do more for the community In a
shed above the proposed diversion dam practical way than anything else thus
of 90 Square miles tributary to the re- far suggested.
servoir site, either by direct runoff or
George Fleming, former secretary
through an arroya which discharges an of the Commercial club, who has been
. immense volume of water at times of in communication with several parties
the torrential rains incident to this in reference to the work, is authority
section.
for the statement that one rainstorm
According to the plans that have of laBt summer yielded 22 feet of wa- been accepted by the land grant board, er on the face of the retaining dam
the reservoir capacity need not exceed from the run-of- f
of the reservoir
18,000 acre feet, while the estimated drainage area, independent of "the flood
of the drainage area Is waters of the Gallinas river. There
annual nin-of- f
25,000 acre feet, so that there can be is about 31 feet of this dam already
rnnceiveii nothing more rare than a built. Its height when completed will
water failure.
be 71 feet, and it will be 1,400 feet
W hen it comes to the possiblltles of
long at the top and 300 feet wide at
the soil- - of these mesa lands the dan the base. It Is to be of earth.
ger of loss is reduced to a minimum, The land grant board has $200,000 In
for on Ibe cultivated areas dry farm- bank, the accumulation of sales of
ers are producing good crops, especial- land in the grant. All or part of this
ly of small grains, and have even yield- - will be loaned to the firm providing
that the entire required sum Is avail
or satisfactory bond be put up to
able
Skin TrcsiMe
assume the completion of the work:.
1
Readily Overcome Practically all the land under the'sys- mls Irregular, and assurances have
been received that the tracts probably
TheAclive Principle of a held would come Into the district along
ith the 6,000 acres which the board
Famous Remedy Work
ill give to the builder.
Wonders.
This land is in demand at from $18
to $25 an acre for dry farms and with
such a system of irrigation as the sur- vevs provide, there is no doubt that
the increase in values of the donated
land" would, in the next few years,
ungreatly enhance the profits of the
20
distant
land
dertaking. Irrigated
to 30 miles from Las Vegas sells for
re$60 to $75 an acre, and yields good
on that valuation, even though
turns
way;
Many people have marveled th
the products have to be hauled by
S. S. 8. overcomes skin troubles. The
slanation la the fact that Si. a. S. works team to the market So it looks to the
In the blood and the hlnod la really a moalr
the
intricate and extraordinary maaa of arterlerf casual observer that this offer of
beto
ana Tema.
not
Is
board
likely
land grant
When yon come to realize that the
and the flesh beneath are composed of u come shopworn from lying on the barnetwork of tiny blood Teasels you solve thy
gain counter.
1
mystery.
TKo.. m Mairni mAiMtlnul nrnoertleat

PUBLICITY

GIVEN

DR. BRIGHT GAVE

ADDRESS TO

THE IRRIGATION
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in 8. 8. 8. that follow the course ef tbM
blood streams Just as naturally as the mostj
nourishing food element.
J
It la reallv a remarkable remedy. 10
contains one Ingredient, the active purpose)
of which is to stimulate the tissues to tbet.
healthy selection of its own essential of tbta
And the medicinal elements
matchless blood purl Her are Just as essento
health as the nutritial
tious element of the meats, grains, fata
nd sugars of our daily food.
Not one drop of minerals or dmp
usetj
. ana
hi Its preparation.
Ask for S.
deif
And
you
It.
insist
upon baring
just
sire airlllfnl iHirlnt unit counsel utxm stay
matter concerning the Mood and skin, vrlta
t the Merii,-- i
I.rartmpst. The
iw n,it ittnw orwriR zealous clerk's elo
as
quence oyer something "just as srood'
old
m
8.
to fool It- von with thesubstitutes.
of
ware
all
mineral drugs.
niitrl-meu-

.

Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night.
Take Poley Honey ana tar win-rwMinrt.
It elides down your tnroat
and spreads a healing, soothing coatIn a over the inflamed tickling surface.
Thafe immediate relief. It loosens
th tightness in your chest, stops
stuffy wheezy breathing, eaBes dis
Chiltressing, racking, tearing coughs.
dren love it Refuse any substitutes
Contains no opiates. O. G. Sohaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

.
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Subscribe for The Optic.
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l ESCAPE

SOLDIERS

FROM DEATH

ALBUQUERQUE PREACHER DELIVERED THE MEMORIAL SUNDAY SERMON

SHE. IS RESCUED FROM BURNING
HOUSE, BUT IS ARRESTED
SHORTLY AFTER

PROJECT

:

MIMASA

In a stirring address that mingled
the deepest pathos with keen humor,
the Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, of Albuquerque, held his audience in responsive attention at the Duncan opera
house yesterday afternoon on the occasion of the memorial services of
Sherman Post No. 1 Grand Army of
the Republic.
Although the weather was threatening, and occasional showers sprinkled
the streets, a fair and representative
audience was (h attendance. Thirty- five boys from the Y. M. C. A. formed
the escort of the speakers and accompanied them from the association
building to the opera house, waving
American flags. Judge David J. Leahy,
In an introductory talK, niaue a special appeal to the younger generation,
calling their attention to a deeper un
derstanding of the laws of their coun
try and the meaning of government.
Dr. Bright, whose talk was largely
reminiscent and profusely sprinkled
with illustrations, stimulated his hear
ers with the underlying motive of the
day. Ills stories of heroism on the
of
field and the patient endurance
those at home during the great rebellion, drew tears to the eyes of his listeners, and his accounts of the unconscious humor of many a situation met
with a hearty laugh. His Bpeech appealed to all the finer sentiments, and
in his most Impassioned 'bursts was
received with applause,
The music was furnished by the Las
and the
Vegas Symphony orchestra
male quartet from the Baptist church,
and was well received. Following Is
the program:
Medley Overture "America"
Vee;as Symphony Orchestra
Call to Order
Comrade F. E. Onley, Post Comman-e- r

,Tonight aid tomorrow night another Installment of the favorite motion picture continued story, "The Adventures of Kathlyn," will be shown
at the Photoplay and Browne theaters.
Following is a synopsis of the two
chapters that will be shown at this
presentation :
The captain of the guards who was
deposed by Umballah, observes Kathlyn In a perilous plight in the third
balcony of a burning buSdlng, and immediately rushes of Colonel Hares
residence, informing Bruce and the
colonel of her tragi position. They
rush forward. Bruce throw a rope,
which Kathlyn fastens to the balcony.
He then ascends and helps her to
come down. Thay reach the ground
none too soon, forhe building is now
a mass of flames and quickly collapses.
Prince Umballah goes on his wicked way, thinking that he has ended
the oposrflon of Kathlyn by fire, but
soon after reaching his own residence,
he Is informed that his spy, the major-domawaits him. He is admitted to
Umballah's presence. Believing that
he is near the end of his reign,
informs the spy that the king,
whom everyone believes to be dead,
is alive and well, but has been kept
a prisoner by his orders. He Is secluded In a but in the forest, closely
guarded by Umballah g slaves. Thej
majordomo, after receiving this startling bit of information, is further instructed to return to the palace where
Ramabal has assumed the throne, and
to make full and accurate reports of
all that takes place there. The following day, Ramabai, who does not
know the real office of the majordomo
gives him a message to Colonel Hare,
informing him that h intends to arrest Umballah for high treason. The
G. A. R.
spy quickly carries this information
Song, "America" Orchestra accomto the wicked prince, who, in retalia
paniment
Audience standing, all singing tion, forms a plan to poison Ramabai.
Rev. Norman Skinuer, He crushes some supposed pearls,
Invocation
w hich are in
reality a composition of
Selected "Sweetly Rest"
and gives this powder
Male
poison,
Quartet deadly
Baptist
to the majordomo, ordering him to
Short Address and Introduction....
Judge D. J. Leahy put it in Ramabai's wine cup. At the
banquet that follows, Kathlyn picks
Memorial Sermon
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. U"P this cup by mistake, and is about
IrV0 drink from it, Jen the majordomo.
Selection "Meditation" . ,
eTeiic.es her, sees the
...I.as Vegas Symphony Orchestra who really
necessity for quick action. He snatSong "Nearer My God to Thee"..
Audience standing, all singing ches the cup from Kathlyn's Hps and
Benediction ....Rev. J. Milton Harris drains it himself .believing that it was
his destiny to die, because lie had failed in his mission. In his dying breath,
he
confesses1 the plot to kill Ramabai ;
NORMAL REGISTRATION
likewise that the king is alive, and
held a
in a jungle hut, whose
THE LARGEST YET locationprisoner
he describes accurately.
With this information, a search is
started
for the king: But a disloyal
INCOMING
STUDENTS WILL INat
slave
the eame time carries the
CREASE ATTENDANCE OVER
news of th majordomo's death, and
YEARS
ALL FORMER
his wnfession to Umballah, and the
latter decides to kill the king rather
About 73 students from different
than have him rescued by Colonel
from
the
state,
of
the
largely
parts
and restored to the throne. With
southern part, arrived in Las Vegas Hare,,
this purpose in view, Umballah starts
to
and
last
night
yesterday afternoon
out on an elephant, while Colonel
attend the summer session of the New
Hare, Kathlyn and party are already
More
are
Mexico Normal University.
well on their way on horses. Umball
which
will
arrive
to
tonight,
expected
ah In his haute to cut across country,
bring the membership of the summer goes
through a dangerous swamp, so
session pf this school, above all former
that
the elephant is; aiwed, and lie
records.;. Up to the present time near has he
great dissatisfaction of seeing:
over
state
all
the
ly 15 students from
and her party ride by him, he
Kathlyn
have arrived. A number of these came
to go forward. The searching
helpless
during and before commencement
party scatter and Kathlyn stumbles
week, to attend these exercises, but
uin the hiding place of the king, just
the heaviest influx was yesterday and as
a leopard In a nearby tree is about
today.
to spring Upon the guards at the door
The actual beginning of work in the of
the hut. They run for their lives,
summer school will begin next Wed
leaving
Kathlyn to save herself. The
nesday morning. Today the students leopard
springs from the tree to the
were occupied in arranging their cour
roof of the hut, which gives way,
ses. Tomorrow they will register. The
dropping the ferocious beast upon the
large number of Incoming students has sleeping king. He awakens- and
gives
of
the
Normal
much
given the faculty
battle, but would Immediately have
hard worla in the preliminary arrange
been killed had not Kathlyn slain the
ment for courses and registration.
beast with a well aimed shot from her
Although no accurate estimate can revolver.
be made at the present time, it is
Second Reel
thought that the total student body at
When the real ktng is restored to
the summer school will number close
the throne, Colonel Hare requests his
to 300 students.
highness to cancel the document mak
ing him heir to the throne, to which
Subscribe for The Optic
the king willingly consents".
Then
Kathlyn tells the reigning potentate
how Umballah stole the, document
from her. Soldiers are then sent to
Umballah's house to recover this
parchment, but Umballah, anticipating
such a move, haa skillfully forged the
document, which the soldiers find naturally and return to Colonel Hare.
This is cancelled by the king, who believes it to be the genuine document.
Umballah has been scheming as us
ual in highly original fashion, and has
a plan to dispose of the king. He
cages a lion In a royal c&rt that us5 mzb- ually carries the ladies of the harem,

u'

Is

'

Urn-bala- h

and when oportunity presents Itself,
the hungry savage is taken to the
window of the king's private chamber
and released. The infuriated beast
jumps upon his majesty, and almost
tears him, to pieces. Ramabai, hearing the commotion, runs to the king's
chamber and finds that the long suffering man is gone past recall. His
tragio death again changes the affairs
on the chess board of state. The
councillors again declare Umballah
the prince regent of Allaha, and he
in turn demands the Kathlyn and her
father be declared the only heirs to
the throne. They are reluctantly
brought before the councillors, and
armed with the forged document,
show it to him for relief. Immediately Umballah declares the forgery,
and shows the geneulne parchment.
This so angers Kathlyn, that she forgets herself and would fain end the
life of the hateful Umballah, when the
councillors order her arrest.
WOMEN
in

HAVE TO SMILE

a great many cases and try

to

make those around them happy,' while
they are racked with the pain of
organic trouble. Few men realize
how common such heroism is. The
remedy for this condition is Lydla
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
a simple remedy made from roots
and herbs, which for forty years has
been overcoming the most obstinate
ills of women. Every woman suffering from female Ills owes it to herself and family to give it a fair trial.

Loa Veu'LaadinStoea

Tonight

S.osenwaM& Son,
Estallianad

South SidePioja
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Tuesday

and
ge-

nerally cloudy

Buster Brown
Shoes
Are Made
for Children
to Romp
and Play In
These shoes will wear; will please both parents
and children. The parents will like the roomy toes,
allowing plenty of room for ' the child's sensitive,
growing feet. They will also like the tough soles
used, and the way the points of greatest strain are protected with reinforced stitching. The children will
like their handsome appearance, the freedom from
pinches and all around foot comfort.
,

'

BUSTER BROWN SHOES are
made in a wide variety of styles
and leathers by BROWN SHOE
COMPANY, Inc., one of the
greatest manufacturing institutions
in the world.

Adv.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
TO OPPOSE TREATING
F. E. WOOD, STATE DEPUTY GRAND

KNIGHT, THINKS MOVE WILL
BE BENEFICIAL

Summer

no
Excursions

That the Knights of Columbus of
New Mexico, in the Interest of true
temperance, should do everything in
their power to discourage the treating
habit, is the belief of Francis E. Wood
of Albuquerque, newly elected state
deputy grand knight At the Knights
TO:
of Columbus banquet yesterday evening Mr. Wood appealed to the members
AND
of the order as Individuals to take his
words to heart and put them into practice.
Tickets on sale June 1st. to Sept. 30th, 1914
Mr. Wood said the Knights of Col
umbus, though not a temperance organization as the" term is commonly
Los Angeles or San Diego, via Santa Fe or El Paso
$48.50
known, is a temperate organization.
It is left to its members to decide wheLos Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueb
ther they shall use liquors, but they
lo and Salt Lake, in either direction.
$M.0O
are expected to follow the teachings of
the church and use it moderately and
San Francisco, via above routes
f55.0
'
San francisco
563.40
carefully. Mr. Wood said the treating
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle in either direction
habit is a great curse and is respon$77.50
sible for the greater part of the drunkSan Francisco On special days and for shorter limit this route
enness and other evils brought about
can be used for
$72.50
by drink. He said if each Knight of
Make your trip complete by a visit to the Grand Canyon of
Columbus would refuse to treat or reArizona.
Side ride from Williams, Ariz., for
ceive .a treat from a friend, drinking
$7,50
with him moderately If he cared to do
so but paying for his own glass, it
Tickets are first class, liberal stop overs permitted. Further
would not be long until the
information at ticket office or by writing me.. .
movement would be well launched
and a move made In the direction of
D. L.
true temperance.
Mr. Wood said he intended taking
the matter up with the various councils of the state, in order that concerted action might be taken. He call- not admit liquor dealers, but they n "Last spring I suffered from rheumaed attention to the fact that the
members who engage In the sale tism with terrible pains in my arms
Knights of Columbus is practically the of liquors after their affiliation.
and shoulders. I got a bottle of
only organization which permits no
Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
one connected with the liquor busiGet Rid of Your Rheumatism,
application relieved me. By using one
ness, even In the most remote way,
Now la the time to get rid of your oottle of It I was entirely cured," For
to retain his membership even if ini- rheumatism. You can
do It If you ap- sale by all dealers. Adv.
tiated before his connection with sale ply Qhamberlaln's Liniment. W. A.
'"'f ,'
-"
of intoxicants.- - Many other, orders do Lockhard, Homer City, N. Y.," writes,
i
Subscribe for The won- -
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v
of 32 patients In the fiscal year, 15,000
gallons of milk were used at Valmora
SI
The Institution is located where the
I
air is pure, dry and bracing, at an
elevation of 5,900 feet, well equipped
A
TO
for 50 patients, managed according
to accepted standards. Thus It meets
a demand that accords with the best
iL
spirit of humanity now apparent among
enlightened employers. Dr. Brown de
clares that It could be brought up to
IS a capacity of 100 patients at a total EL PASO MAN ANNOUNCES
THE VALMORA INSTITUTION
HE CALIFORNIA'S
FACTIONAL FIGHT
ADVERTISED IN WINDY CITY
WILL PRESENT MEMORIAL
cost of $50,000, or $500 a patient.
MAY PREVENT HIRAM'S
BY DR. BROWN
These are the firms and individuals
TO THE SCHOOL
RENOMINATION
who are Valmora members: Carson,
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent of Pirle, Scott and Company; Hibbard,
Felix Martinez of El Paso will don
San Francisco, June 1. The princi
the Valmora Industrial sanitarium, is Spencer, Bartlett, and Company, The ate a memorial to the Normal Univer pal issue before the August primaries
tioing some good boosting for that In- Daily News, the Fair, Sprague, Warner sity within a short time which will be will not. It appears be so much a matstitution in Chicago, as Is shown in and Company, Marshall Field and a big addition to the decorative fea ter of political differences, as it will
the following clipping from the Chi- Company, L. Wolff Manufacturing com tures of the school. , Prior to leaving be a question of geography The
cago Daily News of May 20:
pany, Rotschild and Company, Morris for El Paso after attending commence- southern section of the state is proA Sanitarium for Employes
and Company, Butler Brothers, F. A. ment, Mr. Martinez Informed Dr. testing vigorously against the
The Valmora Industrial sanitarium, Hardy and Company, J. T. Reynolds Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the
northern dominance In office and
near Watrous, N. M., Is sustained and Son, J. V. Farwell and Company, school, that In his opinion the Nor- as a result of tills feeling the state
chiefly by 30 or more of Chicago's Sears, Roebuck and Company, Inter mal was today the most successful is practically divided on the nominee
large industrial, comerclal and finan- national Harvester company. Dr. Otto Institution in the state and that he for governor.cial corporations. The third annual L. Schmidt, William Wrlgley, Jr., com expected to see that school become
This sectional feeling Is so strong
meeting of the organization which con- pany, W. A. WIeboidt and Company, one of the most successful In the west that it ls feared by the friends of
Governor Johnson that loyalty to the
trols the institution took place the Chalmers Motor company of Detroit. before long.
In the announcements made last south may take from him many votes
other day in the University club of Ripon Antituberculosis association of
The superintendent, Dr. W. RIpon, Wis..; Miss Mary E. Ingalls. week of the prizes given to the stu that he might otherwise receive. OnChicago.
60,000
70,000
T. Brown, reported that during the Holablrd and Roche, Dr. Archibald dents on graduation night a mistake ly recently did Mayor Rose of Los
77
was
existence
In
Its
name
of
District
patents
and
Fredmade
of
three years
the
of the giver
Angeles
Freer, First National bank, Continent
Attorney
liad left the institution. Of that num al and Commercial Trust and Savings the percolator. William H. Springer ericks of that county consent to enter
ber 59 are now at work, most of them bank, Corn Exchange bank. National gave this prize, and not Charles Ilfeld, the contest for the gubernatorial nomination. Of the two candidates, both
In Chicago; ten are not working; four City Bank of Chicago, Hibernian Bank. as announced.
died, of whom two came to the Insti- ing association. Union Trust company,
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero of whom are republicans. Rose is conIn this city tomorrow and sidered the strongest
tution in a dying condition and, there-Tor- the Central Trust company, the Na
opponent of
There are 60.000 postoffices in the United States operated by the Government.
should not have been admitted; tional Bank of the Republic, Northern will spend two months here. Mr. Lu Governor Johnson, who will seek
i
on the progressive ticket
and four have not been heard from. Trust company. Crane company, Man- - cero is taking a vacation from his
There
are
70,000 cities and towns reached by telephone.
Here is the record for the year ended del Brothers, Charles A. Stevans and state duties and will be connected with
Already there are fifteen candidates
March 31, 1914; Sixty-fivdischarged, Brothers, Selz, Schwab and Company, the Normal University summer school In the field for nomination for goverThe Government rents or owns the postoffice buildings, owns the mail
of whom 17 had incipient tufoerculo-is- , Boston store, Illinois Trust and Savings during that time, taking charge of the nor. The republicans and democrats
pouches,
and pays the wages of the postal clerks.
31 were moderately advanced and bank, Automatic Electric
company, Spanish department The need of a have six each, and the progressive,
17 far advanced. Six were apparently Siegel, Cooper and Company, Peoples change Is the principal reason for Mr. prohibition and socialist parties one
The biggest item in the mail service-han- ds the transportation of the mails is in the
Lucero's taking charge of this work, each. As the time fQr filing nominacured, in 22 cases the disease was ar- Gas Light and Coke company.
rester. In 24 Improved and In only
It should be understood that admis- - though he has a warm spot for the tion papers does not close until July
of private enterprise.
s Ion to the Banitarlum Is not confined Normal University, being the first In 16, there will no doubt be other names
six unimproved.
One difficulty is that patients do not to employes of the firms mentioned, stmctor of Spanish in that school. His added to the list.
The Government doesn't own a single postal car, an engine, or a mile of track!"
The political supporters of Governor
remain at Valmora long enough, as a but, as the letterheads state, It Is In love for the work and his many pupils
rule. The average length of their stay tended "for the care., and treatment In this city has been a big factor to- Johnson believe, him to be the strong
It depends entirely upon private enterprise the railroads for the essential
is 133 days. To derive the utmost ben of the tuberculous of moderate means." ward his deciding to remain in this est candidate In the field. It is con
'
that makes its mail service possible.
thing
the term These officers were
fit from the treatment
at the Cjity during the summer. Mr. Lucero sidered certain, however, that he will
should be not less than six months, in annual meeting:- President, Dr. E. Flet will Instruct during only a part of have to draw a considerable, repub
The Bell System has 10,000 more offices than there are postoffices.
lican vote in order to be elected.
Dr. Brown's, opinion. Six of the 65 cher Ingalls; vice president, John T. each day.
Is the contest for the United States
Mac H. Donaldson, A. B., of the TJni
mentioned stayed less than 28 days Plrie; secretary. Dr. Harry E. Mock
to succeed
Senator
Every mile of wire, every pole, and every switchboard that helps to furnish the
each. This too prompt departure Is treasurer, Joseph E. Otis. The secre- - verslty of Denver and also a Rhodes senatorship,
Universal Service of the Bell System was paid for and is owned
due largely to the rapid Improvement tary's address is 122 South Michigan scholarship student from Penbroke George O, Perkins, whos term will
by private enCollege, Oxford, England, has been se- expire next March, the lines have
experienced. At, the end of a short
terprise.
lected to fill the position In the Nor been very slow In forming, although
time the patients commonly feel so
' In the
"well that they become overanxious to LOBSTER FACTORIES COMBINING mal University faculty vacated by Miss a number of names nave Deen men
mountain region alone, the territory served by your telephone company,
get back to their work. Here it might
Charlottetown, P. El. I., June 1. The May Ross. Mr. Donaldson is talented tioned in connection with the honor.
there
are
3,151 telephone offices, handling over a million calls every day.
"be remarked that of the 65 no fewer lobster fishing season Is now in full In this work and will be a valuable The most prominent candidate on the
republican side Is Joseph R. Know-lanthat 58 gained weight, only five lost, swing in this province and from pres- addition to the teaching force. ,
who now represents the sixth
Dr. ent Indications It will be a more suc
Miss Kate Penn of Broken Arrow
while two were not weighed.
has been selected to take charge district in congress. Samuel M. Short-ridg- e
Brown tells of one man whose case cessful season than last year, the
of this city and Albert B. Boyn-towas far advanced when he entered, but sters being more plentiful and much f the domestic science department
"The Corporation Different
president pro tern of the state
who gained 60 pounds.
Efforts are larger. The season this year for the during the summer session of the Nor
now being made to reduce his weight great part of the coast has been short-Th- e mal, taking the place of the regular senate for the last two sessions, are
in the fftfil for the republican
somewhat.
importance of tie lobster indus- Instructor, Miss Anne George, who Is also
nomination. Francis J.
Perhaps the most Important reason try in Prince Edward Island may ,be to be on a vacation during the sum senatorla.1
- im, Li,.m.na mi a
well
known San Francisco Ptu"f B'ifll
gjggggj,
iWtinirriJaWrfliiw-iAthe
rWff-igl- i
fine
Heney,
these
remarkable gains is the
for
judged from the fact that last year mer,
a
as
mentioned
is
spossible
"herd of Jersey cows kept on the place. the pack was valued at $750,000.
E. Mersfelder, county superin- - attorney,
Of
1
II
nominaThey are all tuberculin tested. The late there (has been a strong tendency tendent of Curry county, arrived In candidate for the progressive
former
milk is handled with the same care toward the consolidation of the fac- - tbls city last week and will be con- - tion for the senatorship, and
that prevails in a certified dairy. None tories. In several sections nine and nected with the faculty of the Normal Mayor James D. Phelan has received
You may become a part owner of your telephone by buying some of the com''
of It is ever served to patients that is ten factories have mereed into one. during the summer. Mr. Mersfelder mention as a possible democratic
more than 12 hours old. When they The expense has been reduced by I"
of the most efficient county su
pany's stock from us.
first come they are given all they closing the smaller factories and do- - perlntendents In the state and his con
The investment is sound and safe and pays a good income rate.
For An Impaired Appetite.
wish to drink. Much rich cream Is ing all the packing In the largest fac- - nection with the Normal Is considered
and
the
To
appetite
improve
used on, the table. With an average! tory of each group.
valuable. He will be In the mathemaThe company has no debt, bonded or floating. The stock contains no water.
tic department of the school.
strengthen the digestion try a few
Every share represents property and equipment devoted to your service.
Mr.
Tablets.
doses of Chamberlain's
FUNERAL OF JOHN L. GRIFFITHS J. H. Seltz, of Detroit, Mich., says:
Full particulars will be mailed on request sent to 432-43- S
Gas & Electric BuildNew York, June 1. Funeral ser
They restored my appetite when imDenver, Colorado.
ing,
me
feel
a
bloated
of
relieved
United
L.
vices for John
.paired,
Griffiths,
In London, who ing and caused a pleasant and satisStates consul-genera- l
died In London two weeks ago, were factory movement of the bowels." For
conducted in this city today. Burial sale by all dealers. Adv.
was in Greenwood cemetery, in BrookMISSOURI FOX HUNTERS
lyn. A number of clubs and associations to which Mr. Griffiths belonged,
Versailles, Mo., June 1. .Reynard,
In New York and In his home city of the Sly, is having his troubles in Mor headache, sour stomach, lazy liver, POPE NEARS EIGHTIETH YEAR archbishops and bishops from Amer'bowels.
The
sluggish, constipated
Rome, June 1. Pope Pius X will ica, it is considered likely that the
Indianapolis, were represented at the gan county today, where the Central
laxative
nicest
surest,
pleasantest,"
associa
Hunt
Wolf
Missouri Fox and
funeral.
enter upon his eightieth year tomor- pontiff may deviate from his rule of
tion began its annual hunt today. Fox you ever used. Tastes good like lem- row. Ha was born at Riese on June celebrating his birthday anniversary
iu private. If permission is
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
hunters from many counties have gath-ere- d onade. Acts promptly, without pain 2, 1835.
granted a
to the unusually large
or
nausea. Gives you the most satisOwing
cannot
the
where
as
Merchant
delegation; representing the visiting
local
at
they
Springs,
applications',
by
reach the diseased portion of the ear. headquarters of the meet have been factory flushing you have ever had. number of foreign prelates of note churchmen will call at the Vatican to
There is only one way to cure deaf- established. The program provides O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug who are now in Rome, among them present their congratulations to the
Adv.
being three cardinals and numerous pope.
ness, and that is by constitutional for an entire week of sport The fea Store.
an
caused
meet
are the Derby and
remedies. Deafness is
tures of the
by
e
race.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
tMs tube Is inflamed you have a rumBladder irritations, kidney troubles,
iiiillliinii3
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and dull headaches, weariness, pain in
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is back; and sides, all show the kidneys
the renult, and unless ttie, inflamma need to be toned up, strengthened,
tion can be taken out and the tube their regular action restored. Foley
restored to its normal condition, hear Kidney Pills will do it surely and
ing will be destroyed forever; nine quickly. They give good health., freecases out of ten are caused by catarrh, dom from pain, a return of appetite
which, Is nothing but an inflamed con and sound sleep.
Try them. O. G.
dition of the mucous surfaces.
Schaefer and Red Cross .Drug Store.
cook is happy,
.
Adv.
We will gire One Hundred Dollars
other members of the family,
for any case of Deafness (caused by
I
are iiappyHppeutes suarpen, tilings
catarrh) that cannot be cured by CLOTHIERS AT ATLANTIC CITY
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu-larAtlantic City, N. J... June 1. Leading
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Powder
is
all.
responsible.for
it
Baking
free.
representatives of the clothing busiF, J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. ness from all parts of the country are
For Calumet never feik Its
han-nuSold by Druggists, 75c.
wonderful leavening qualities Insure
gathering here for tbe eighteenth
consti
Asso
Pills
National
for
Take
of
the
convention
Hall's
Family
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
ciation of Clothiers. The business of
pation. Adv.
bakings.
the convention will begin tomorrow
be
with
Cannot
compared
NEW COLLEGE PRESIDENT
'
and
continue through the greater part
other baking powders, which promise.
1. Many well of the week. The effects of the new
June
Va.,
Lynchburg,
Without performing.
'
known educators gathered here today tariff and a number of other topics
Even a beginner in cooking
to assist in the ceremonies at the in- of Importance to the trade are slated
J
i i' T
ti ill
it
gets delightful results with this never-faili- ng
stallation of Dr. William A. Webb as for discussion.
Calumet Baking Powder. Your I
Woman's
president of Randolph-Macoi
1
grocer knows. Ask him.
CITROLAX!
college. The new president is 47 years
AWARDS
HIGHEST
RECEIVED
:!HH'!H
CITROLAX1
old and a native of Durham, N. C. He
1
World' Para Food Exposition, Chicago, CL
CITROLAX!
comes
Fa
to
from
Randolph-Maco1912.
March.
Franca,
aru
F.ipoaitwn.
f
yette, Mo., where for a number of
First get the name down pat
u
r wfcaa w hwr ckna ar
TaaaWti
tukiu anrat r. Daa'lUamM. BarCataaal
of
has
the
he
held
then
years
presidency
buy it of your druggist. Just the
at a iar anariar at aaraikadawt.
i wilmn tiia awt rwtfth til
Wtm
Central college.
very best thing for constipation, sick
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OWEN GETS JOB
Albuquerque, June 1. It Is practically certain (hat Harry P. Owen or
this city will be the next district ata
torney for the
county district, succeeding E. D. Tltt-maof Hillsboro, who was temporarily named to succeed the late District
Attorney Griffith until the" next gener'
al election.

IDE DAILY OPTIC OAY0FS0RR0WAS
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1879

IDENTIFICATION
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CO.
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Valencla-Socorro-Slerr-

n

GOES!

(Incorporated)
Editor.

M. M. PADGETT

(Continued from Page Oner
:

Indigestion and Constipation.
"About fivs years ago I began, baking Chamberlain's Tablets after suf
fering from indigestion and const! par
tion for years without finding anything to relieve me. Chamberlain's
Tablets helped me at once and by ua- ! hie
them for several . weeks I - was
.Purod of tna COmDlainL" writes Mrs.
Mary E. McMullen, Phelps, N. Y. For
sale by al dealers. Adv.

tpred from contact with debris. Add!-- !
Entered at the pos toffies at East tional bodies are being recovered but
Ui Tegas, New Mexico for trans-sslssl- slowly at the scene of the disaster, re
through the United State ports from Kiuiouskl and Matane say.
aulla a second clau matter.
Men are patrolling both sides of the
St Iawrence river for miles, but thus
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
far with little success. Many boats
Dally, by Carrier
on the stream with the same pur
8re
f .08 pose in view.
Per Copy
- J.S There was no change today In the
One Week
.66
One Month
officials lists of saved and dead which
7.60
One Tear
show that 4tS persons escaped and 909
Dally, by Mall
were killed or drowned. Prompt in16.00
One Tear (In advance)
is promised on all sides
3.00 vestigation
fix Months (in advance)
commission has been namand
a
royal
7.00
One Tear (In arrears)
a searching inquiry. This
to
make
ed
3.76
lx Months (in arrears)
commission is composed of one mem
ber of the British board of trade, namWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ed by the British government and two
GROWER
admiralty
12.00 judges of the Canadian
Dne Yetr
court, appointed by the Canadian gov
.
tlx Months
ernment .Meantime a preliminary in
(Cash In Advance for Mall
vestigation Is" in progress, conducted
Subscription.)
by Captain Lindsay, wreck commisRemit by check, draft or money sioner of the Canadian government.
rder. It sent otherwise we will not Surviving1, passengers and all of the
be responsible for lose.
officers and members of the crews in
Specimen copies free on application. volved will jbe examlneA.Both'CW- tain Kendall of the lost steamer and
AT
ALLi
Captain Anderson of the Storstad are
EXPIRATION OF TIME
now In Montreal and will be among
PAID FOR
the first to be heard. A statement was
issued last night on behalf of Captain
Advertisers are guaranteed the
the first ha. had made since
Anderson,
circulation
largest dally and weekly
in whjfh he denies that
the
collision,
f any newspaper ln northern New
he was responsible. He claims he had
Mexico.
the right of way and that when he lost
sight of the Empress In the fog the
TELEPHONES
Main 2 latter's course had been set so that the
Business Office
2 vessels would pass each other safely.
Main
News Department
The Stortstad's course remained unal
the statement alleges, but when
tered,
MONDAY, JUNE 1, 1914.
the Empress was next seen she was
FEDERAL CENSORSHIP OF close at hand and making considerable
headway. It. is; declared that the Stor
FILMS
stad engines welre reversed and that
No doubt the lobby that Is urging the her momentum was nearly checked
house committee on education to rec- when the vessels came together. As
ommend the passage of a bill that for the charge that the Storstad backed
ould provide for federal censorship out of the hole she had torn in the
f motion picture films is composed of Empress, the statement declares, it is
not true. Her engines were ordered
persons, actuated by the
to hold her against the liner's
ahead
the
motives.
:otties,t
They urge upon
ommlttee the fact that there are now side it is stated, but the headway
the Empress was under, twisted the
"SJM0 motion picture theaters in the
i'nited States, with an average daily collier's bow out of the gash. Captain
attendance of 16.000,000 persons, many Andersen claims that he remained
near the scene of the collision, and
f whom are children. That only clean
strf? wholesome films should be exhib he points to the fact that his ship savas proof of this asserited to a miscellaneous assembly, In ed 350 persons
i
if
which there are youthful spectators, tion,
Sir Thomas Shaughneasy, head of
with plastic minds and Immature charthe
Canadian ..Pacific Railway comcenIf
the
acters, goes without saying.
- pany issued a statement today thankellto
could
the
be
restricted
sorship
r
ruination of immoral and hurtful pic- ing the peopleat Rimouski and Its
tures, the wisdom of its establish- vicinity for theare and attention they
ment could not be questioned. But gave to the living and dead that came
the human equation can not be Ignor- to them from the company's
ed. Experience with censorship, ex- steamer Empress of Ireland.
The body of Lawrence Irving, the
tending back to remote times and covactor, was picked up last night
English
demonstrated
has
ering many lands,
on
west
bank of the St. Lawrence
the
that official power feeds on Itself and
Rimouski.
below
Irvlngs face was
not
does
hesitate
to
that bigotry
bruised almost beyond recognition. A
smudge anything that displeases it.
The action of petty postal officials and signet ring with the Initials LC I. on
one of his fingers led to the Identifiof a few library boards has demoncation.
One hand still clutched
a
strated, even In our own country and
of.
cambric
torn
from
piece
probhaly
vv
tuiBiuai
ill uur uwu lime, vi nuat,
the
dress of his wife, whom he
;grounds some of the most meritorlus was night
making
desperate efforts tosave,
;6ooks and works of art may be placed
when they were last seen alive.
under the official ban.
the 'most Captain P. X. Poullot of .the crevern- Among Americans one-'oto speak ment steamer Lady Evelyn,' "reported
freedom
la
prized possessions
that he' recovered the log book
and write, subject to the laws of the today
of the Empress of Ireland late Friday
for
a
person responsible
land holding
night while searching for bodies. The
what he has said or published. It came nook was found
in a water tight metal.
d
with
struggle
as a result of an age-oltyrants of thought. Men rottel in Investigating Commission Authorized
jails and mounted scaffolds and stood
Ottawa, Ontario, June 1. A bill auat burning stakes in Its behalf. It Is thorizing the appointment of a
special
too rich a heritage, costing too much commission of two
Canadians and a
to
surrendered
be
blood and tears, to
British expert to investigate the Eman official, even though he bo elected press of Ireland! disaster was
put
by the people. No matter what high through all : stages of the house of
estab
the
for
be
urged
purposes may
commons today, save third reading,
lishment of a censorship or how flag which will be given tomorrow.
The
rant may be the abuses sought to be opposition
adin
fully
t
dan
corrected, there is an
the measure.. ,.
vancing
ger .that a, censor will become arbitra i,FR Carref(; called attention ot the
ry in the exercise of his power.
house to change made by John W.
The possIbUties of the motion pic- Black, an Ottawa
survivor, that the
ture are Immense, both In the way of wireless operators on the Lady Eveentertainment and education. In many lyn had refused to send a message for
respects the films are more Impressive him Unless prepaid and that the inthan the printed page and nobody can tercolonial railway agents at Rieffect they mouski had refused
estimate the
tickets to survivare rdaily producing on the present ors unless prepaid. , .The premier and
and future citizens. Reputable theater Postmaster Generai, pelletier promisowners are Interested In maintaining ed Immediate 'Investigation.
the reputation of their places and In
holding the good" wlU.of their patrons,
parents should see that the theaters Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
Remember how jepry and active yon
attended by their children are reputable. Officers of the law should see were before you had ...rheumatism,
that exhibitors of immoral and degrad- hockaohe, swollen, aching joints and
muscles? Want to feel
ing pictures are relentlessly prosecut stiff, painful
f You can Just take
that
are
way
again
taws
inadequate
ed. If the pregent
For they quickly
But
there
pills.
Kidney
amended.
Foley
be
should
they
does not seem to be any Imminent per- clear the blood of the poisons that
tormentil which would justify the adoption of cause your pain, misery and
for-H'- n
ing rheumatism. O. O. Schaefer and
censorship in advance, a policy so
Red Crot Drug Stem dAv.
to our tree institutions.
0
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COLUMBIANS

BIG INITIATION

were thanked for having located the
new bridge so advantageously for the
citizens of the southern part of the
twin cities. It was suggested and
practically agreed that the commissioners should provide a large electric lamp to illumine the bridge and
a few lamps to light the streets leading ot it
(Much enthusiasm was shown by the
residents of tha precinct, who expressed greater pride in their street since
traffic Is beginning to be turned in
that direction. Several laboring men
in the party declared they would
put in two days' work in payment ot
their road tax Instead of one, in or
der that the streets might be more
improved.
'

exemplified
degrees
in the morning, while the third, under
the direction of O. N. Marron of Albu
querque, past state deputy grand
knight, was given in the afternoon.
The ceremonies were highly Impressive and were conducted in the Fraternal Brotherhood hall.
Several promient Knights of Columbus of this and other states attended the ceremonies, and a number
of them assisted in the exemplification of the third degree. Among these
were James Gibbons, past master of
the fourth degree in Kansas; Francis
E. Wood," state deputy grand knight-elect- ,
J
a resident of Albuquerque;
A. Slppel, Thomas
M.
George Patrldge,
Delahoyde, Ralph Kelleher and James
A. Blaney, all of Albuquerque.
Following the exemplification of the
third degree, a banquet was served the
knights of the Las Vegas council and
Vegas council and the newly initiated
candidates. This occurred in the O.
R. C. hall and was a most happy event. Dr. W. R. Tipton, past grand
knights of the Las Vegas council and
treasurer of the state councjl, acted
as toastmaster. He called upon Mr,
Wood, Mr. Marron, Mr. Gibbons,-- ! 5tfr.
Blaney, Thomas Condon, Eugenlo Se
na, George Herman, Grand Knights
Richard Devine, Eugenio Romero of
r
Mora and others for
talks.
The meal was prepared by Mrs. .E.
P. Mackel and was served by the folPapen,
lowing ladies: Miss Bertha
Miss Marie Clement, Miss Tessie De- vine, Miss M. Kennedy, Miss Nellie
Floyd, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
Lucy Clement, Miss Amelia Jones,
Miss Grace Elliott, Miss A. Mueller,
Miss Virginia Floyd, Miss Anna Nol
an, Miss Gladys "Trainer, Miss Lucy
Floyd, Miss - H. Elliott, Mrs. P. F.
Noland and Mrs. John A. Papen.
The following candidates were ini
tiated:
William Whalen, Evaristo
William
Griego, George Hermann,
Goke, Francisco Baca, John Ludi, Leo
Vaur, Charles Cassldy, Raymundo An
gel, elemente Martinez, James Wright,
John. Rudulph,' Domingo E. Baca, Eu
genio Sena, Meliton Gutierrez. Ten
other candidates, regularly elected,
were unable to be present yesterday.
They will be given the first and second degrees by the local council dur
ing the next few weeks, according to
present plans, and will get the third
degree, probably in the fall.
,

after-dinne-

GRADUATION
PRESENTS
NEED NOT BE COSTLY

TO BE GOOD .

This year we hare more presents suitable tor

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

n

AT

TAUPERT 'S

h,

'

June Sale of White Goodsland
Muslin Underwear
One-Fourt-

Off All Muslin Undergarments

h

(Nelson & Landsberg's Make)

15c Lonsdale'

3c FlaxonJ)

Cambric

Linen

With or without Nainsook
finish, per yard

36

12c

BANQUET OF RESIDENTS

'

-

See Our Window Display of
Snow White Gowns, Corset

"

BIG

3

FEED IN HONOR OF OPENING
OF NEW BRIDGE ACROSS
THE GALLINAS .

15C B

ever-presen-

The rosid Ails of Precinct 3, tiie
lower n'd of the town of Laqj Vegas,
gave a banquet last night In honor of
the completion of the new bridge
across the Gallinas, connecting Prince
street on the East side with Independence avenue On the opposite bank of
the stream. ' The members of the
board of county commissioners' and
Uwe town admi nist ration
were the
guests of honor. About 100 people
were seated about the tables, which
were spread in the Benigno Martinez
hall.
,
Speeches of appreciation, of the
work of the board of county commis
sioners were made by Pablo TJlibarrl
and Zacarias Valdez. Fidel Ortiz and
John II. York responded for the commissioners;. .Several other' speeches
;
were made.
The commissioners were congratuv
lated upon their success in admtaisf- ct the county and
tering the affa'

'''.

English Long Clolh
Reduced
20o
25c
30o
35e

;

erkley
Berkley
Berkley
Berkley
Berkley

Long
Long
Long
Long
Long

Cloth, yd12c
Cloth, yd16c
Cloth, yd.20c
Cloth, yd 24c

12ic Lonsdale
Muslin

'

Best quality
ing;

Per

36-i-

yard--

-

10c

V

n

"'I'll

J

INDIA

LINQN

!-

Mid-Seaso-

''

.

n-

Fashion Exhibition of Neli- " ,;19,Talueperryar4r----T-8i it it
IN ew
and
the
gees
Lingerie
'" iw---0r
V
f45?r value, per.
.

r

,

,

Our exposition ot - underapparcl and neelisee
.
,
equals in daintiness and beauty the new dresses
themselves. A glance over this lovely collection
will convince you of their merit. , , , , , ,

Entire Stock Reduced Twenty Five Per Cent

c

yardr,4i--.-w-13-

17o values, per pard
20c
per yard
25c values, per yard

""o

J3T0.R
,

&udl 6.

OR-

-

(4. -yi

!l4c
16c
20c

36c

Irish Linen, yd 52o
65o Butchers' Linen, yd52o
,75c Irish Linen, yd
62c
$1.25 Linen Sheeting, 90
inches wide, per yd.$1.00

QUALIT Y

i

'

o-

Linen Specials
65o

THEl

0

Sun Bleach

45b Irish Linen, yd
Sheet-

PER-

AND

nmrrn

A

E. Las Vegas..
"ftf!Wf

J

SIAN LAWNS SPECIALLY

Cloth, y(L28o

(12 Yards Limited (o Each
Customer)

wide,
Per yard

23c

f

Covers, Drawers, Petticoats,
Combination Suits

"

c

white

inches

s only.

;

OF PRECINCTjNO.

. . .

New York, June 1. The market
the boys than ever before.
closed steady today. Missouri Pacific
dominated the market, dealings in that
And for the- girls you can always find some '
stock for the greater part of the ses-soA
exceeding transactions in any ot
thing to please them
the leaders. The result of the note ex
tension plan was still unsettled when'
decorated for the services, flowers trading terminated at the day's lowest
and foliage being used in profusion level, Missouri Pacific falling abruptboi:
in the temple, while the aisles were ly.
The plan to extend the $25,000,000
arched with an equal display.
The services began at 9:30 o'clock Missouri Pacific railway three year per
and were pretty In every way. Dur- centn otes, maturing today, by an exing the afternoon and evening recep- change for one year 6 per cent notes,
tions were held at the homes of the was declared operative, after a prochildren who received the rite.
tracted session of the directors today.
Have ybu seen the new Leather Novelties?
Those who were confirmed were The exact terms and conditions of the
Clariibel Adler, Herman Ilfeld Bacha-rac- plan probably will be announced later,
Elberto Bernhardt Greenberger, j The last sales for the day were:
Leona Hazel Greenclay, Max Ludwig Amalgamated Copper
71
108
Ilfeld, Joseph Morris Nahm, Alice American Sugar Refg. E. D..
97
Regensberg, Edwin Hoffman Rosen- Atchison
i.'
165
thal, Nappelius Zander Rosenthal and Reading .
Theodore Anton Rosenwald.
92
Southern Pacific, ex div...
155
Union Pacific ex div
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
61
United States Steel, ex div
Chicago, June 1. Predictions that United States Steel, pfd
109
the Kansas yield would amount to as
much as 180,000,000 bushels had a
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Cattle, reecipts 8,000. ' Market stea- $6.508.25; bulls $67.50; calves
bearish influence today on wheat. It
1.
Kansas City, June
re- dy.
.
Prime fed steers "$S.609.20; $6.D010.5O.
Hogs,
was estimated that fewer than 400.0J0 ceipts 8,000. Market
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steasteady. Bulk dressed beef steers $7.508.5O; westacres sown would be abandoned. Black $7.858; heavy
' southern
dy. Lambs $78.75; yearlings $6.25
$88.02; packers ern steers $7.408.60;
rust reports from Texas and Hessian and butchers
cows
$4'.507.75;
7.15; wethers $5.506.50; ewes
lights steers $6.758.25;
$7.908.02;
fly damage in Nebraska tended, how- - $7.757.95; pies $7.257.75.
heifers $79; stockers and feeders $5.505.75.

"

,

net

to

of

Bullish crop advices from Illinois
points brought good support for oats.
The market, though, ' showed some
sympathy with the declines In other
cereals,
Provisions delevolepd firmness owing to hog receipts being less numerous than expected. On the other hand,
MANY CONFIRMED AT
the trade lacked volume. The closing
quotations were as follows:
TEMPLE JONTEFIORE Wheat, July 864; Sept. 854.
Corn, July 68; Sept. 66..
Oats, July 39; Sept. 38.
TEMPLE TASTEFULLY DECORAPork, July $19.80; Sept $19.65.
TEDSERVICES FOLLOWED
Lard, July $9.82; Sept $9.97.
'
BY RECEPTIONS
Ribs, July $11.10; Sept $11.17.

Beginning with the services yesterDEGREE IS EXEMPLIFIED day morning at the Temple Montefiore and ending last night when reBY O. N. MARRON OF ALBUwere given, he confirmation
ceptions
YESTERDAY
QUERQUE
exercises wjhWh were held (at the
Las Vegas council No. 804, Knights Temple Montefiore proved to be one
of Columbus, received a large class in- of the most Interesting ceremonies
to membership yesterday. The first held by that church for some time.
Temple Montefiore was beautifully
were
and second

THIRD

ever, to check the decline. Prices
U cent off to H per cent
Opened
up, hardened a trifle, and then made
a decided down shoot. The close was
weak at
cent net decline.
Corn weakened with wheat but rallied on account of continued adverse
weather in Argentina. Opening prices
lower to a like advance,
which were
were followed by a setback all around,
but afterward by a moderate upturn.
The close was steady at an advance

M.M:

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Miss Mary Saunders
of Tularosa
came in last night to attend the came in last night and will attend the
Normal University this summer.
Normal summer school.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham left
Miss Mosey' York left this evening
for Portsmouth,
where she will vis tbis afternoon for Chicago, III., where
it friends and relatives, tor the next ifcty1 will visit for the next several
""
vreuks.
several weeks.
l
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. McCamant and
Miss Nellie Grant and Miss Lillle
daughters and I C. Clements and Demlng of Alamogordo, N. M., arrived
came (In in the ctty last night to attend the
daughter, all of Corona, N,
yesterday in an automobile for a short Normal University this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Clement
and
stay here.
John C. L. ruga and Jack Long of daughters of Corona, N. M., arrived in
the Las Vegas Motor Car company, the city yesterday in an automobile
left this afternoon for Denver, Colo., and will remain here tor some time.
Mrs. Ben StrickfaJea aocompaa ed
where they will be on business for a
short time.
by her two sons, left this afternoon
John Murphy, employed at the local for points in Illinois where she will
telegraph offices of the Santa Fe Rail- visit friends and relatives for the next
'
way company, left this afternoon for several weeks.
Miss Merle Schlott, employed at RaLamy where he will be stationed for
ton for the past year as a teacher In
some time.
Miss Ethel Miller and Miss Maud the city schools, came in this afterWest, both of Elida, N. M., arrived in noon and will spend the summer with
the city last night and will remain here her parents here.
Mrs. Stephen Powers accompanied
during the summer attending the New
Mexico Normal University.
by Miss Rose Powers and two other
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Earnest, Mr. Kchildren, left this afternoon for Los
and Mrs. R. P. Erveln, Howell G.
Angeles, Calif., where they will be on
and Miss Sybil Hunt, all of Santa a vacation for the next seevral months.
Charles B. Kehman of St. oLuis, was
Fe, arrived in the city yesterday In an
automobile for a short visit.
a commercial visitor In the city today.
of
G. H. eBarup, an old resident
Mrs. Esther Oakes of Springer came
this city, and at that time proprietor in this afternoon and will attend the
of the Parisian Cleaners, came in Sat- Normal summer school here during the
urday night from Stockton, Calif., for next few months.
a several weeks' business isit.
Misses Frances, Daisy and Louise
J. G. Holzworth of Talmadge, Kan., Murphy, arrived In Las Vegas last
arrived in Las Vegas last night and night and will attend the Normal sum
will remain here Indefinitely. Mr. mer school here. Misses Frances and
Holzworth was connected with a lum- Daisy Murphy are from Alamogordo,
while Miss oLulse Murphy is from Tu- ber company in Talmadge, Kan.
for cumcari. They are well known here
F. W. Browne, representative
International
the
Correspondence having attended the Normal two years
schools of Scranton, Pa., was a busi- 6go
D. B. Simon left this afternoon for
ness visitor In Las Vegas today from
his home in Denver, Colo. He has
his headquarters a. Albuquerque.
Miss Fannie Giles, Miss Ina Giles, been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
and Miss Maud Bryan all of Clayton, Bendix and made the visit here to
N. M., arrived in the city last night attend the confirmation of Herman
and will attend the New Mexico Nor- Bacharach, son of Mr. and Mrs. I. L.
mal University here this summer.
Racharach.
of
Mjiss Anne George, instructor
the domestic science department at
At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of
the New Mexico Normal University, the Equitable Life Assurance Society,
left' yesterday afternoon for her home says he found Foley Kidney Pills to
at Denton. Texas, where she will be the best remedy for Sidney and
bladder troubles, also for rheumatism.
spend the summer.
Superintendent and Mrs. Rufus Mead He says, "Any person having kidney
and son, Robert, left today for Los An trouble, backache, or rheumatism
they will be on should be very glad to find such a
geles, Calif.,
a vacation for some time. Mr. Mead wonderful remedy!," O. G. Schaefer
will remain there for two months and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
while Mrs. Mead will not return to this
city for several months.
Only One Entirely Satisfactory.
Mrs. W. J. Lucas and son accom
"I have tried various collo and diar
panted byMis.s, JJjjth Parkin, left this rhoea remedies, but tne only one that
evening for Pittsburgh, Pa., where has given me entire satisfaction and
Mrs. Lucas will visit for some time cured me when I was afflicted is
Miss Parkin will remain at her home Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
In Pittsburgh.
She has been visiting Diarrhoea
Remedy. I recommend it
Mr. and Mrs.; Lucas here for. the past to
my friends at all times," writes S.
several months. Mrs. Lucas expects N. Galloway, Stewart, S. C. For sale
to be absent from' this city for several
by all dealers!. Adv.
weeks.
Mr. and M's.' ' Charles Greenclay,
Miss Leona greenclay and Gerald COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE
Foley Cathartic Tablets are a specGreenclay will leave this evening for
good little regulator that keeps
ially
Denver, New York and Cuba. Miss
in perfect working order.
your
system
Leona Greenclay and Gerald Green
No biliousness, no constipation, no disat
remain
Denver
will
and
stop
clay
taste. A
there for a number of weeks while tress after eating, no greasy constantuses them
Mr. and Mrs. Greenclay will go to New stout person who
out and
York and from there to Cuba. They ly will really feel thinning
a
as
of their
more
result
comfortable
expect to be away for about eight
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
use.
weeks.
.,;
Drug Store Adv.
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Miss Effie Anderson of Portales, N

M.,

PERSONALS
D. J. Cassidy of Mora was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral
HU1 were visitors In the city today.
W. E. Clark of Gallup came in last

night for a several days' business visit
here.
4
Ralph Mousse of Watrous came in
last night for a short business visit
here."
4
l4i
Dr. L. H. Lausen of Santa Fe came
in last night for a few days' stay in
this city.
Louis Rosenbach of Albuquerque
was a commercial visitor in this city
ittJt&tfi
today.
R. K. Chase of Kokomo, Ind., arrived in the city last night for an extended stay here.
Mrs. J. S. Little of Mora came in
yesterday afternoon for a few days'
visit with friends.
J. P. Rudulph of St. Louis Mo., came
in Saturday for an extended business
visit in this city.
came In yesterday
Daniied Kelley
for a short
Trinidad
from
afternoon)
business visit in this city.
(Charles Cunningham and young son
"Buster," are here for a visit with Dr.
and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham.
D. T. Hosklns left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque, where he will
ibe on business for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gulrst of Joplln,
Wo., arrived in the city yesterday and
will visit friends hera.or a short time.
H. A. 6eaton, Jr., of New York, arrived in the city yesterday andvwill remain here for some time as a vlBltor.
R. K. Odell, county surveyor of Mora
county, came in last night from Wag-eMound for a short business visit
here.
Miss Lorna Johnson left yesterday
afternoon for Shoemaker, where she
will be for several days visiting
friends. .
Richard Dillon of Enclno came in
yesterday in an automobile for a short
visit here. He left this morning for
'
'
Santa Fe.
V. M. Hughes of Solano came in yesterday afternoon and left today for
Hlora where he will be on business for
some time.
James A. Blainey and Francis E.
Wood of Albuquerque, came in yesters
day to attend, the Knights of Colum-bu1

(

Er-vei- h

n

banquet

Arnold, representative for the
Proctor, Gamble- - Soap eompany,- - was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today
from Denver, Colo.
James Brown and William Johnson
of Fort Sumner, N. M., came in Saturday evening and will remain In this
city during the summer.
A. A. Gallegos, a member of the
hoard of county commissioners of this
county, came In last night for a short
business visit in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Taylor of Nolan came in Saturday evening in an
automobile and returned to their
home yesterday afternoon.
G. R. Patridge, Ralph Kelleher, M.
A. Sippel and Thomas Delahoyde, all
of Albuquerque, came in Saturday
night to attend the Knights of Columbus initiation yesterdayi,
G. W.

tT

National League
At Chicago
SU Louis
,

R.H.E.

15

.

Chicago

1

11 12

0

Batteries:
Perritt, Nlehaus and
Wlngo; Zabl and Archer, Hargrave.
At Cincinnati
R. H.E.
.
5 1
Pittsburgh .
Cincinnati
2 8 3
Batteries: Ames and Clark; Har'
mon and Gibson.

PEOPLES BANK

.i?'' Since Its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted Its efforts to the
upbildlng of
'
a safe and conservaUve hanking Institution.
Its constant and steady growth is conclusive evidence that Its effort art appreciated toy the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is ample space tor more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of hanking servioe In all lines. Ask the man, woman. Urn or corpora:
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

..l

Make This Bank Your Bank.
We Pas 2

'

-

i

i

COOKS
-USE
AMG

if

i

..

..

a

:1,

National League
W,

1

n

'

...21

New York

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh .
Philadelphia .
St. Louis .
Chicago .

,

Follow the example of the professional
cook and your baking will be equal to his.

..,..19
...18

............10

Boston .

The patrons of out fhst class hotels and restaurants are exactingthey demand the best' Women go where the pastry and cakes
arenoted for their excellence. Men are attracted by hot bread and
biscuitswhen fresh and moist and light
The pastry cook with a reputation uses K C Baking Powder
because he knows that results are certain; every time everything
is as good as his best
Then, too, with K C Baking Powder he can mlx'the'various"
kinds of batter before the rush of the meal begins and bake as
needed so that every order goes to the table fresh and hot, yet the
last ne bakes are just as good as tne nrst
The reasons behind these reasons' is that K C is
really a blend of two baking powders. One commences
to give off leavening gas as soon as moistened. The
other requires both moisture and heat to make it
active. Dough or batter will remain in a partially
leavened condition for hours, and when put in the oven,
will come up as light as if mixed a moment before.
For cookies, pancakes, doughnuts and the like,
which cannot all be baked at once, K C is indispensable. For all baking thedouble raise makes doubly certain.

15

......14

Brooklyn.

TOWDER

25

.21

U
11
15
14
18
23
22
18

.656
.625

'

Annual bench show of' Ladles' Ken
nel association of America, at Mln-Chicago .
eola, I L
KY
Batteries:
Bowman, lilanding and
Meeting of International Amateur
'
Athletic federation, at Lyons, France.
O'Neil; Bens and gchallc
Jim Flynn vs. Carl Morris, 15 rounds
R. H. E. at Joplin, Mo.
At St. Ixuls
4 6 0
St. Louis
Eddie Campl vs. Battling Rcddy, 10
1 3 2
Detroit
rounds, at New York.
Batteries:
Baunigardner and
Jack Brltton vs. Kid Burns. 10
Dubuc and Stanage.
rounds, at New York.
Friday
Federal r League
Jack Davies vs. Battling Levlnsky,
';
At St. 'Louis-- i,
R.H.E. 10 rounds at New York.
5 13
3
Kansas CWy -Saturday
3 4 2
St. Louis
Annual meet of Intercollegiate Con
Batteries: Stone, Hennisy and East-ely- ; ference association, at Chicago.
Groom and Hartley,
0
13

.

'

.

17

New York

II;

18

22
22
24

Chicago,

.ii

Cleveland .

19.

......13

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Ag-ne-

At Chicago
Chicago
Indianapolis , ...
Watson
Batteries:
Moseley and Rariden.

R. H. E.
10 3

:i
0
-

and

6

0

Wilson;

D. IV. C OHD OU

siWDRIFlS

DURAN FIGHTS DRAW

WITH BROKEN HAND

NERVY LAS VEGAS BOY PUT UP
Western
GAME FIGHT AND SHARES
R. H. E.
At Denver
HONORS
6 12 2
Sioux City ',
1
6 18
3
Denver .
Young Duran of Las Vegas got a draw
Batteries: Kline, White and Crisp; decision at Raton
Saturday night at
Witte, Schreiber, King and Spahr"' the end of ten rounds of fast
fighting
R.H'.'E. with Mickey Donahue of that place.
At' St. Joseph
The bout was scheduled to go 15
Wichita
r5 9 1
rounds, hut the referee had been In
4
-- 1 12
St. Joseph
structed by the chief of police to stop
Batteries: Scott and Jones; Slaze, It at
the end of the tenth session.
Russell and Schang.
Duran said this morning he had not
it...
been informed of this plan, or he
R.H.E, would have cleaned
At Topeka
up Donahue be
9 9 3
Topekp. .
fore
was
the
battle
stopped.
- 11 13 1
Omaha
Several people who saw the bout deR. Stevens, Falrcloth,
Batteries:
clared
Duran should have been given
Black, MoGrath and Rapps; O. Stev- the decision. He
had the better of the
ens, Willis and Crosby.
mill from Btart to finish, and gave to fight with one hand during the re- pices of the Elks and was witnessed
a severe lacing. Duran mainder of the bout, hut his left mitt only
R. H. E. Donahue
by wearers of the antlers.
At Lincoln-Linc- oln
broke his right hand at the beginning proved damaging to Mickey.
0
11
6
The bout was staged under the aus
Subscribe for The Optic.
3 10 0 of the second round. He was obliged
Des Moines
Lafand
Reher;
Batteries: Jordaif
ferty and Haley.

WHAT IS IT?

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

'

ASK YOUR GROCER

-r

,

TODAY'S BASEBALL
American League
Chicago at Detroit.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at New York.

l

'

Federal League
W.

National League
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.

New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Brooklyn;
Federal League
,41
Chicago at Kansas City.
Indianapolis at St. Louis.
Buffalo at Pittsburgh.
Baltimore at Brooklyn.
,

.

"

,v

Baltimore
Buffalo

.

Chicago.:,

lr'1

........21

...... 17

15
18
20
20

V...18

St

18
Louis
18
Kansas City v
14
Brooklyn
4..
Pittsburgh . ..... ... . .16
14
Indianapolis .

19
18

'

Western League
W.
L.
Sioux City
Denver . .,
St. Joseph

.....23

Des Moines

20

Lincoln
Omaha
Wichita
jTopeka

.

.,'.'

.474
.467

"

"

.457
.438

Pet.
.650
.603
.579

....20

14
15
16
17
21

17

21

16

25

.447
.390

13

28

.317

26

L...22

4

YOU'LL never

Wichita.

AA

in Lii j

.541
.488

VUTV UVJT

Wk

Wf ) fW
er.

ine9.". A sack of
is a part

equipment.

CALENDAR OF SPORTS
FOR THE COMINK WEEK

,

Monday

-

Tuesday
Canada, circuit race meetopens at Saskatoon, Saskatche-

2)

Western

Wednesday
Opening of spring meeting of Piping Rock Racing association, Locust
Point, N. Y.
Trial race of Resolute, Defiance and
Vanltie, on. Long Island Sound.
Jimmy Murphy vs. Mickey Sheri
dan, TO rounds, at Jackson, Mich.

Thursday
Trial race of Resolute, Defiance and
Vanltie, on Long Island Sound.
Horse
Opening of International
show, In London, England.
New Jersey state championship golf
tournament opens at Morris County
Golf club.

mi

A'

PtLI

ft

)
!

kj

Wtijh

A )

'

mm

iY-n-

,

genuine:
9

h

&VU

mJ
MMM

The famiUar round tag ,

aU
hanes from the blouse pockets-oUncle Sam's TackTar9. And in thecf
hcers mess on every battleship and at
every military post you'll find an open'
sack of "Bull" Durham, inviting everyone
to roll (or himself a fresh, fragrant "Bull"
Durham cigarette the kina that bringa
healthful enjoyment and lasting satisfaction to more millions of men than all brands
of ready-mad- e
cigarettes combined I

l

V

of every soldier's

r--

f

frf

a.nw uiauk

a

s;,.BuUV

ing
wan.
Pet.
Trial race of the Resolute, Defiance
.656 and
Vanltle, on Long Island Sound.
.531
Jack Davies vs. George Rodel, 10
.500
; ,.
rounds, at Montreal.
.474

16

.

Joseph at

:

I,,

31!

NorfLike It j

Washington at Boston.

'

.351

on Time and Savings Accounts

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

1

Championship tournament of Wom,313 an's Eastern Golf association opens at
Greenwich, Conn.
Old Dominion championship tennis
Pet. tournament opens at Richmond, Va.
.618
Eastern states women's tennis cham.603
pionship tournament begins at Phila.575
delphia.
.486
Jack Herrlck vs. Tim O'Neill, 10
.457
rounds, at Platteville, Wis.
.450

We Pay 4

GOAL AfJD VJOOD

3
3

.438

American League
W
Ii
21
13
Philadelphia
15
Washington .. .........23
Detroit
..4... ....... 23 17

t

R.H.E.

Cleveland -

.452
.450

2a

Boston? (i

.600
.455

fcHj,

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors

on Checking Accounts

Des Moines at Lincoln,
eioux City at Denver.
Omaha at Topeka.
Pet.

A

American League
At Chicago

St.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS

TR.UST CO.

(&

PAID IN CAPITAL. $114,220.00

Western League

'

63

RESULTS

ja p

WHY
PASTRY

YESTERDAY'S

;

j

'

-

i

'

ii

!

I

i

!.

i

'!!!!:)
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SMOKING TOBACCO

i!

I! it.II

!'!

(Enough for forty hand-mad- s

cigar ettea in each So ssckj
i Bull" Durham has
been the standard 6moking tobacco of the
1
x world for three generations. Bull"
Ak for FREE
Durham hand - made cigarettes are a
took

iSts

of "papm"

with each 5c tack

l!ll:;rv

Mr

f

.

ment. Their Haver and freshness are
delightfal. Get "the Makings" to- -'
Aav and "roll vonr nwn
.
j
j
.

-- -.

I7077
U

Art Elustratcd Booklet, sbovntiff correct
way to "Roll Your Own" Cicarettcs,
and a Book cf cigarette papers, x.nl both be mailed
to you, fret, on postd request. AJi.-es-s
"EuU"
AV1-J-

v
fcriiLK

j :'y

JiiitliiUUitiiIliailiiUliiUliiiiiUiAHtiiI,iii1ijii.

Durham, Durham, N. C.
ZlVl AMCIUCAM

TC" ICCO

CC .?

Y
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The Optic Office
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly
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FORTUNE TO

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
OOOD8 OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS HAND

LIB

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

AGED PHOENIX SCHOOL TEACHER WISHED TO STOP CRUEL.
- TY TO BEASTS

LOBBY

CHI BIST

mm

ANIMALS

LODGE

NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
M
102 Meets every Monday niftt
A. M. Regular communication first and 0. R C. ball, on Douglas avenu
o'clock.
in
third Thursday
Visiting members art m
fcch month. Visiting dia'.ly welcome
J. C. Wertx, Prj
cordially in dent; J. T. Huhler, Secretary; (L aV
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. .8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

COLUMN

Phoenix, Ariz., June 1. Miss M. A.
Tyrell, pioseer school teacher of
Arizona, member of the Humane, So- RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVEP- - Petten, Secretary.
T1SEMENT1
ciety and phllantropist, is dead, and
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tee?
the savings of her fortny years of
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
day evenings each month at Wao
teacheing in this city go to aid the Flve cents per line tach Insertion.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
Rea-.jjTEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
officers of the cruelty prevention so Estimate six ordinary words to a lino.
Tsa-dalar
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas
conclar
cieties in their work. In one of the No ad to occupy lest space than two
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretat
In each mienth at Ha- All advertisement
most unusual wills ever written, this lines
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
will
booked at space actually set
all
Phoesix
be
leaves
woman
of
grandold
M. Smith, E. C; Chas.' Tamme, Re
her real and personal property to a without regard to number of words. corder.
fund for the care of sick, outcast and Cash In advlnco preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
deserted animals. Her home at 1510
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO, 3, ROY
memor
made
East Washington street,
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
able by its long occupation by one
vocation first Monday In
East Bound
of the most charming old ladies of the
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Desrl
southwest, is now to become the ref
7:20 p. m.... . 7:45 p. m
at
m. P. No. I.
7:10
remple
uge for "homeless una friendless
a. Brtnegar,
11:54 p. m... .11:51 p.
P.; r. O. No. 4.
dumb asimals, especially cats, dogs
No.
2:25 a. m.... . 2:39 a. M
Blood, Secretary.
and horses;"
. 3:0
No.
1:35 p. m
. Bk
Misa Tyrell was about 80 years old
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
West Bound
For nearly 40 years she taught school
4. Meet erery Monday eTenina-- at
Arrive
Detart
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN
Thla mals he a true pioneer. She
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1... 1:10 p. m... 1:36 f. J
east.
in
the
cousins
leaves two aeed
nremren cordially inYite to attend. No. I... 6:35 a. m.... 6:4 a. as
but no other known relatives.
. wh
in-- M Of No. 7... 4:20 p. m.... 4:31
fTieaenstme. -N.' o a
j.
AV9
Her will, which Is a marvelous doc
V. O.; T. M. Elwood.
at
No. I...
:35 p. m.... 7:
Karl
f.
Secretary;
ument, is in text and indorsement ex
Werte, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock.
actly as follows, the copy being sup FOR SALE Gentle pony, $35.00. S. (jemetery Trustee.
Powers.
plied by her executors, K. J. Bennett
& Compasy:
a. p. o. elks Meets second and
On the outside of the envelope is FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
a
fourth Tuesday evening of each
written :
quality oat straw. Hi, S. Maurice, month Elks" home on Ninth etreet
"This is my last and only will. If
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Sapello,
I should make another later I will
are cordially Invited. Wm. K. SpringThis
100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.'
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
destroy this one.
"When I die I wish that a lot in
50, $5.50; 25, $3.00. Cash with or Secretary.
Silver
der. Will treat you right Mrsi.
the cemetery in the town where I die
he houeht for me to have a decent
Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kans, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR.
-iuse
burial, after that whatever I die pos
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
sessed of, of any kind, sort or de FOR SALE Household furniture. In O. R. C hall, Douglas avenue, "on the
EMPRESS
quire Mrs. W. II Seewald, 814 Fifth first and third Tuesdays of each
scription, foe taken charge of foy the
street
officers of the Society for the. Pre
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
vestion of Cruelty of Animals in
Indies always welcome. O. L. FreePhoenix, or in otner works, by the
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Humane society, and be used for the
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
It " giving you
benefit of that society and for no
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
a present for doother purpose. The home I leave, WANTED Position by
competent Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
1510 East Washington street, the deed
ing something
young man stenographer and type- Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
for which is recorded, unless I sell it
writer for part of day. Inquire
M do fany
you
in the meantime, to he used for
L. O. O. M008E Meets second anfi
Opitic.
way when you
permanent home for sick, homeless
fourth
Thursday
evening eaot
and friendless dumb asimals, especIeam how Much
month at W. O. W. halL Visitlm
ially cats, dogs and horses. If it is
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
BefferEMPRESS
not a suitable one and can be disposco
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
a.
FLOUR reclh)
ed of to advantage, that is to be done
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641
PIANO
417
for
rent.
All
Inquire
Eighth.
pet
and a suitable one provided.
Made by GERu
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
dumb animals that I leave are to be
3
MAN PROCESS
of the month In the vestry rooms
taken the best care of till they die FOR RENT Furnished rooms for day
uf
Montefiore
at
Temple
I o'clock 9
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
nnnnn -- S.ty YtoPoLe: - nnnnnnnc
ONE COUPON FROM
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
a natural death and I request the of
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vited.
Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
FIVE
ficers of the Humane society to see FOR RENT Furnished house, 918
STAMPS
1
Fourth street. 7 rooms, modern. Qreenclay, Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
that my wishes are faithfully carried
1
K
SPOON
Completely furnished.
IT 'S
out. I leave nothing to any person or
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Investment
and
6CNUINEWM.
All
Corpn.
no
owe
I
Agency
debts.
paand
persona
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
pers proving my rights will be found
Love
at Woodmen of the World hall,
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FOR
RENT
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brick
bath
and
house,
in one of my trunks,
perhaps
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
STANDARD
toilet, elewic lights, range. $15
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BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP- LING) FINISH
PLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' sup- LOST Between . Normal University KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
and 1034 Eighth street, wallet ReCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
plies to the State Penitentiary will be
turn to Optic or 1034 Eighth street. ;orth Thursday In O. R, C. hall,
received until 9 o'clock a. m. Monday,
can be o1-June 8th, 1914.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
a
in this city from
tained
Supplies consist of groceries, dry LOST Lady's black morocco hand are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
bag. Return to Mrs. J. M. Cunning- G. K.; Frank Angel, P. 8. '
goods, meats, leather, coal, etc.
ham. Reward.
A list of supplies, with conditions
and blank proposal, will be furnished
-on application to the superintendent.
HUNKER
HUNKER
&
JOHN B. MeMANUS, Supt.
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very ,w....v..-4v.- He
pir .1N (ha.
By order of the Board of Penitentiary George A. HunKer.. Chester A. Hinket
25o per 1M las.
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Attorneys-at-LaCommissioners, May 12th, 1914.
200 Ibe., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .M.M''.MiMMSto psr 1H lbs.
30-Las Vegas,
New Mei)
60 lbs, to 208 lbs., Each Delivery
per'IM lbs,
Less than 61 lbs. Each Delivery ..w.-.-l- o
psr 1M las,
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S" SALE
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Notice is hereby given that, purOsteopathic Physician
States
suant to an order of the United
Office Crockett Building
district court for the district of New Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m, 1 to 5 m.
Harvesters, Btorers, asd Distrlhutors f Natiral les, tie Pmrttt mm
p.
on May
Mexico, made and entered
Residence Phone Main 334
Lasting. QuauUes ! Whlh Have Made Las Yeias FaBBOs.
28th, A. D. 1914, in Case No. 130 in
OFFICE 71 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Bankruptcy, entitled Aaron M. Adler,
DR, p. B. HUXMANN
Bankrupt, now pending in said court.
Dentist i
L shall on June 10. A. D. 1914, at the
Dental work of any description at
hour of 2 o'clock t. m. at the east
moderate prices
front door of the Court t House in
Las Vegas, San Miguel County, New Room 1, ,Center Blocfc Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
Mexico, offer for sale at public vendue,
East Las Tegas, New Mexico
and shall sell for cash, to the highest
and best bidder therefor, for a sum,
however, of not less than $400, the
MONUMENT CO
followinz described Droperty: All the
N. M.
Albuquerque,
equity of redemption of said Aaron M
215 E. Central
Alder, Bankrupt, in or to the follow
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Treatment Facial Massage, Manl-- .
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subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price, fhie
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
--THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while the IRON IS HOT.

ARE COOL.

The Optic for
lotbor
saving-convenien-

ce

whole year and this
is only

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

You niay Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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FOR DELIVERY

AFTERNOON

Now

AND
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VW is the time to Have your lur
niturcMnholsteredrthaired Orfc

Vtin&heWPtione usand weMl
show
call,
you a full line of samples of
coverings, quote you prices on your work.
Furniture crating, carpet and linoleum
laid. All work guaranteed satisfactory- SAMPLE FURTITURE

Phone Vegas U4

--

6th. Si.

507
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CO.
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Not "Heavier Than Air

r

eft.?

I

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to It. Order a sack to-

.'

day.

&e

TONIGHT

Vegetables

The Moonshiner's Daughter

Arriving Daily

PARTY

l)

Out of the Night
(Two Reels)
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Las Vegas R.oller Mills

The weather is getting warm
now. Why not avoid that hot,
stuffy kitchen this summer by
letting our bakery do the work.

at: 7; 37

time, money and
worry and you get QUALITY
in EVERYTHING.

It will save

There is considerable anxiety to
know Just when, the Bridge atreoty
ing will.be begun.

J.

McGovern this 'morning
Bridge bar on Bridge street,
purchased some time ago
McGulre.

FIRST NATIONAL BANH
OF LAS VEGAS.

N.'M,

'

Ifciived

Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
tvre prepared to give the best of service
5

let crest Paid en Tims Deposit

lb noma ci Use Best of Everything Eatable
Whitman's Klsrshmallew Whip
FOR PREPARING

Dollsloum
f

V

ttarshmallow Desserts

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE

BAKER

.

HARVEY'S l& OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

'

County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado, upon
his return from El Cuervo this morn- "lng, declared he was afraid to tell the
truth about the country in that neigh- iborhood for fear people would think
be was lying. Upon being assured
that he would receive a careful and
unbiased hearing, Mr. Delgado said the
grass near El Cuervo is high enough
to be cut for hay. His hearers gasp
ed. He said
and sheep never looked fatter and more contented
arid. the spring, lambs are, in excellent
condition: Mr. Delgado said this year
undoubtedly will toe a prosperous one
for the livestock owners.
the-cattl-

Al

&

The board of trustees of the Las . The Obaido Maloof building on
It
Vegas land grant held a short meet Bridge street is going up rapidly.
room in j the
that
is
busireported
routine
thia
Only
morning.
ing
structure bas been spoken for by pros
ness was transacted!
v'
pective tenants, ?. t
According to Volunteer Weather
Fifteen students from Portales, N.
Observed O. L. Hargrove, the precipiand last night M., arrived in Las Vegas this after
tation yesterday
amounted to .55 inch. As far as can noon and will attend the New Mexico
be learned the rain was general all Normal University this summer. More
from different parte of the state will
over the county.
arrive this evening on trains Nos. 2
The rates to the east has increased and 8, nphile there is 8 probabilty Of a
business to large number arriving tomorrow.
the local passenger
a large extent, and today a large num
One of the features of the Memo
ber of people left for points in the
rial
con
Day parade that started from the
will
east. This business
probably
Elks' club house last Saturday was the
tinue during the summer.
attendance of Company H under the
All people having rooms for rent or command of Lieutenant R. W. Smith.,
other accommodations for students This is the first appearance of the
should notify the New Mexico Normal National Guard in a Memorial Day pat-- '
an examUniversity at once. The sudden Influx ade in this state and may be
other
In
cities.
to
other
every
a
of students has already proven heavy ple
Mexico the National
New
state
but
officials
and
Normal
the
for
problem
accommodations for a large number Guard always takes part in such parades and the orders issued by Adjuare needed at once.
tant General H. T. Herring for the ap
the
of
pearance this year is the beginning of
The welfare department
Woman's club is of the opinion that a good move.
during the housecleaning season many
The most notable exaggeration of
people will discover articles of clothnew styles of bats for men passed
the
be
could
material
that
other
and
ing
assistance
the
in
through Las Vegas this afternoon,
used advantageously
of the poor. The ladies of this de- adorning the head of a young man, appartment request the public to give all parently from New York, who made it
such articles to them, that they may a point to traverse the platform at the
put them into UBe. Telephone Main station continually in order that the
might see real style.
360 and the articles will he called for. "westerners"
The hat in question had a brim of
A number of trout seekers made about two inches in width while the
trips yesterday into the mountains and crown was fully nine inches in height.
returned with some good catches. Al- If true Btyles.may be judged from the
though no big catches were reported, man with this hat, the extreme Engseveral are telling stories about the lish suits are still in vogue and coats
big ones that Jumped back into the are shorter than have formerly been
river. The greatest number fished exhibited. Trousers also are worn
out above the Agua Pura dam, being nearer the knees than the ankle.
informed that more fish Inhabited
WAGON MOUND MAN HURT
thoee waters than farther up stream
Last Friday night about 12 miles
However the fishermen who fished
near the Harvey ranch drey the larg- south of Wagon Mound, Jose Romero,
'
a resident of Wagon Mound, was
r
est prizes.
slightly injured when he was shot by
Harmon. The fray ocoured
If there is any propertyowner who
has a complaint to make regarding tax fpom a disagreement arising between
matters for 1914, he will have an op- the two men to which Romero was
portunity during the next few days. accused of stealing from Harmon's
The board of county commissioners home, according to the information
will meet tomorrow morning as a received here. The matter was taken
board of equalization and will sit as before a justice of the peace, and, it
such for as long a period of time as is is said, was settled there, though it
necessary. Those who have any com will probably toe investigated by Displaints to make or wish to have their trict Attorney Charles W. G. Ward.
tat matters adjusted, should call on Romero was injured with a shot gun
the commissioners without delay. They and received injuries in the leg which
will, give a careful hearing and grant will not result seriously
redress if they believe such ' is deserv
ed.

Capital, $100,000;:Snrplus and

H. YORK
GROCER

C-iE-

Jefferson Reynolds, President. 3
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
I S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Reynolds, Cashier.

EVENTS OF COMMENCE
MENT WEEK ENDED BY AF.
FAIR SATURDAY

JOLLY
-H

tain resort. Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
passage
Friday;, charge,
both ways $10. . special 'rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas.
Box B. Leave-- orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel Adv. WANTED Clean cotton
; .
Optle- - office.

raga

'

e

TOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY

Furnished house or apartments. Address B., Optic.
s

WANTED

MosesV Best

Flour

Better Bread arid more loaves per sack.

rzrrr: .
& CO, Distributors

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

KEllY

AM AMOBILE

The class of 1913 of the New
Normal University closed ita com
mencement reunion Saturday night
with a party in the rooms of the do-of tbe
meetic science department
school Beaide the members of the
class the only guests present were
the members of the faculty and their
wives.
The tables were decorated in the
inaa oninra of cerise and black. A
light lunch was served, which consist
ed of a delicious fruit salad and waf
ers, coffee and cake. After the eats
had been disposed of the chairman of
the entertainment committee acted
as toastmaster and the following were
made (by the marshal) to speak on
the assigned subjects:
'lS-n- Dr.
My wish for th Class of
Roberts. He carried out the thought
that," "it's a blamed sight better to
tell a feller what you"ve done than
what you're going to do." The remark which we appreciated most of
all was: "The Class of 1913 has done
more to advertise the Normal than
any other class that has been grad
uated."
The faculty's opinion of the Class
of '13 Dean Carroon. He showed in
his well chosen remarks that the class
could "come back."
The Class opinion of the faculty
Pryor Timmons. Tlmmons returned
the compliment that "if the class had
so desired, the faculty might not have
been here tonight."
Why I do not believe in sparing the
rod and spoiling the child Lucy
Lucy, being a humanitarian,
Floyd.
the rod was only used on blg boys.'
A general talk of my experiences
S. Omar Barker. The role of playing
the "new teacher" was, as Omar put
it, "an exceedingly sweet sensation."
As he had a broad subject he could
deviate from it at his leisure in spite
of the protests of the marshal.
The discipline of my pupils as to
gum chewers, plnon eaters, not writthrowers, how I conquerers, spit-baed the Boston Dip, and my love affairs
Frank Culberson. He started out by
telling one of his stock Jokes and ended up the same way, skillfully eluding
the main question.
My experience as a lover this year
LeRoy Brown. As Brownie seemed to
be inexperienced in that line he was
asked several questions which it was
thought, would throw light on the subject. But he used the 'Truth with
Tact,' and was excused from further
discussion of the new (?) subject.
A discussion of the latest dances
and why I prefer the Tango Lucy
Clement. She seemed to be well
posted on the subject and declared
that the tango was no worse than the
dances danced forty years ago.
How I obtained the World's Championship for Tularosa Clare Koogler.
"As the Tularosa team is better than
" Ves. His team deserved the
nochampionship. (The girls' team we re
fer to.)
Whether or not I prefer
to
Chesley Thomason.
Although the gentleman claimed to be
ignorant, of any word like "spooning,"
he said he guessed that he believed in
It.
The advantages of owning a Ford
F. E. Kelley. The advantages were
almost as great as the disadvantages.
He forgot to mention to which class
trouble" belonged, but
the "spark-plu- g
we understand it is classed with the
former.
My first experience on the stage-M- ay
e
Ross. As it is Miss Ross'
wish that she can coach our class
play next year, we hope that she will
of getting "just
get
one more whack at us.' The candle
blowing stunt was perhaps the most
laughable that Miss Ross ever ren
dered. (She can look ugly once in a
;
while.)
to
to
r
sleep
going on a
Why prefer
plenlo Mr. Hargrove. "First things
nnma firat ' TT4a nHt anenfra "fnr itaalf
'Thisc6ncluded the regular . pro
i.
gram,
A constitution was then read and
adopted by the class after a few corThe officers were then
rections.
elected for the coming year. They are:
S. Omar Barker, president;
Mary
Hays, vice president; Pryor Tlmmons,
secretary-treasureLucy Clement, asThe unansistant secretary-treasurer- ..
imous opinion of the class was that a
reunion should be held next year; this
action is not final, however.
After singing the school sone and
yelling the, N., M, N. U. the meeting
adjourned, all. declaring that a better time had not Jeen enjoyed for
ll
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This Week's List of Second Hand Cars
.

1913 Model Hupmoblle
1914

Hupmoblle
Model Ford

1912

Model Buick, 30

Marlon

vicia

40

30

$900

i

1913 Model

Z5Q
-- 1

J

500
$600

.k

.

500

. ...

-- ;

w

1400

:

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

'

::

,

FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS

FORD

SALES

COMPANY

Cool and Comfortable
2rW"3--

1

'

TIM

is the line of summer trnndn
We have a nice assortment

that is ready for the earliest
buyer, and that is the one
who gets the pick of our
.

Rattan and
Willow Furniture
It

will afford you pleasure to
make a selection here. Prices
are so low that liberal pur
chases can Ibe made without unduly taxing the pocket Everything in
the line is handsome, strong' and well made. All will please on close
inspection.

J. C. Johnsen

&

Son cTurnth"r

TIRES AID TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto."
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR

ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

log-fishi-

Yoa

M'd be Interested
in Ccctorj

1
9 IK

CjnYSPiU BUTTEn

Bin-cer-

'

-

IS MADE 2
Come Down and Visit with

us and let's get acquainted.

,

7IIE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND

GROSS

at

IF YOU It'

SEE US

The Best on the Market

X

Light automobiles lamps
o'clock this evening.

"Terry"
opened the
which he
from B. P.

REPAIRING

HAS

LAST REUNION

The Friendship Club will meet to
morrow afternoon with Mrs. Prank
Fries, Bit National avenue.

Stearns' Store

PAGE
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Fresh Fruits and

LOCAL NEWS

Fancy Red Raspberries
S1.35 Per Tray
Let Us Have Your Order

xr

--

(One-Ree-

Fncy
S135 Per Tray

--

MUTUAL THEATER

T

Strawberries

UPHOLSTERING

I

iniiHiniim

v

Visitors Always Welcome.?

'

Crystal Creamery Co.

r;

Old Taylor Whiskey and
many a month. The meeting was a
Sherwood
success In every particular and with Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
such a staff of officers as the class
Finch's Golden Wedding
now has at its head the reunion next
Rye, aged
in
wood. Direct from the
this
than
even
better
should
be
year
distillery
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
one.
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